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The theme for this months Freewheelin cover is taken from  
‘Nighthawks’ , a painting completed in 1942 by the American 
realist artist Edward Hopper (1882 -1967). When commenting 
on this painting for the Sunday Times earlier this year the 
journalist A.A. Gill wrote as follows: 
 
‘ ‘Nighthawks’, Edward Hopper’s picture of an all night New 
York diner, is one of the most famous and familiar images 
of the 20th Century. One of the scant handful of museum 
pictures that have made it over the gallery wall, escaped 
the frame and become part of the popular visual vernacular, 
along with Warhol’s ‘Marilyn’ and Munch’s ‘The Scream’. 
‘Nighthawks’ has been plagiarized, parodied, lampooned, 
collaged and cartooned. Ask the internet what it knows 
about ‘Nighthawks’ and you’ll get 110,000 sites.’ 
 
Into my plagiarized parody of one of the most famous and 
familiar images of the 20th Century has sauntered another 
visual vernacular of the period namely Bob Dylan. He sits 
at the bar of the diner and becomes a nighthawk himself, 
lost in thought as the waiter asks for his order. 
 
Above this New York scene are two more nighthawks. Young 
Bobby gazes down and forms an almost perfect triangle 
between him, the waiter and Dylan. Suze stares at the 
future Bobby, she is not sure that she likes what she sees 
and she just wishes that today could be an endless highway. 
But it can’t of course.  
 
Hopper painted many more of these realist images of 
American life and these paintings are on display at an 
exhibition of his work at Tate Modern which runs until mid 
September. In the meantime, what do you think Dylan’s order 
to the waiter will be?  Some suzette perhaps (“Could you 
please make that crepe?”). 
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All of the quotations from copyrighted works in this publication are strictly for the purpose of legitimate 
review and criticism only. With regard to photographs, every effort has been made to identify the owner. If 
you are able to enlighten us please do so, and you will be credited in the following issue.  It must also be 
understood that the views and opinions expressed in this magazine are those of each individual contributor 
and do not represent a consensus of the views of the group.   
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 Distance Audio Steadiness Heads Focus Image 
1 1/2 screen 1 Not in pic 80% No pic ! L=left 
2 3/4 screen 2 In pic 25 % 70% Out of focus C= Center 
3 Full length 3 in pic 50 % 60% Mostly blurred R=Right 
4 Knees 4 In pic 75 % 50% Bit Blurry 1-9 10% angle 
5 Thighs 5 In pic 100% 40% Goes in and out B=balcony 
6 Waist 6 In pic moves 30% Soft Focus S=Stalls 
7 Mid Chest 7 steady hand 20% Mostly In Focus PRO=TV 
8 Head/Shoulders 8 monopod steady 10% Near Perfect D = Dark 
9 Head 9 perfect Never Perfect  

 
 
Magnetic Movements-On-Line by Chris Cooper 
 
Hello again 
 
 
Brand new start time again. After a little deliberation I am attempting to 
 link our Dvds with the Excellent Dvdylan.com site.  You will find that  
my “new” index numbers co-incide with those used by Vygi on his site.  
So if you require more information on a video go there and look it up.  
You will soon see that Vygi lists things that I do not. This is not because  
I don’t get to see them but because they have already been  
circulating previously as videotapes. Vygi also lists alternate versions 
 of some discs so things may appear twice, and whilst this is perfectly 
 acceptable as the new medium enlarges, it does not fit the criteria for MM.   
 
So, Here without delay are this months offerings. 
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PRO 
23-06-04 TV  Reports on Dylans Doctorate from St Andrews  7.00 
Three short clips in which we get to see our Man get his Doctorate. Interestingly Scottish 
BBC make it clear that whilst they were not permitted to film they got this footage from 
someone who filmed it from the crowd!  Can this be true. Does BBC now stand for “best 
bootleg cover” now?? Extraordinary ! Which is more than can be said of Dylans 
contribution. Though the choir singing “Blowin In The Wind” is a pleasant touch 
 
 
 
 

 
D6    A7    S5    H7    F7    ISL 
20-06-04 FLEADH FESTIVAL, LONDON  (D399)   91.00 
Down Along The Cove / Its All Over Now Baby Blue/Lonesome Day Blues / Maggies 
Farm/ Desolation Row/ Seeing the Real You At Last/ Positively Fourth Street/ Tweedle 
Dum & Tweedle Dee/ High Water/ Highway 61 Revisited/ Not Dark Yet/ Honest With 
Me / Boots Of Spanish Leather 
No you are not mistaken, the next two films ARE different but shot from very similar 
positions. This one is probably the best of the two, slightly steadier and clearer and 
certainly the closest so far. Sadly of course it suffers from the inevitable heads, bumps 
and voices that you get at these open air events. 
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D5    A7    S6    H6    F7    I SL 
20-06-04 FLEADH FESTIVAL, LONDON     91.00 
Down Along The Cove / Its All Over Now Baby Blue/Lonesome Day Blues / Maggies 
Farm/ Desolation Row/ Seeing the Real You At Last/ Positively Fourth Street/ Tweedle 
Dum & Tweedle Dee/ High Water/ Highway 61 Revisited/ Not Dark Yet/ Honest With 
Me / Boots Of Spanish Leather/ Summer Days (f) 
Its all been said already. 
 
 
 

 
 
D6    A7    S7    H7    F8    I SR 
24-06-04 BARROWLAND,  GLASGOW     76.00 
I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight (i) / Drifters Escape (i)/ Just Like A Woman/ Its alright Ma 
(i)/ Girl Of The North Country/ Most Likely You’ll Go Your Way/ Ballad Of A Thin 
Man/ Floater (s)/ It Ain’t Me Babe / I Believe In You 
Don’t Think Twice /Like A Rolling Stone/All Along The Watchtower 
Great to get a longer film from this outstanding gig. This one though suffers from much 
more obscuring and not as steady as the shorter film.  Though it is worth alook, 
especially as it circulates with the TV footage on the same DVD 
 
 
Till  Next Time 
 
 
  Chris Cooper 
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By  Mark Carter 
 
This month, we undertake a fairly mammoth trawl through Bob's very mammoth spring 
tour of the US of A. For a bit of light relief along the way, there are a few Live 1964 
reviews to include, and there will be many more of those next month. I'm primarily 
concentrating on the tour this time around, however, because next month will also be 
dominated by the critical shock afforded Bob's recent trip to Venice, where he cavorted 
around the streets with a model wearing a pair of angel wings and very little else, all to 
help Victoria's Secret sell a few more pairs of frilly undies. My views on this whole affair, 
especially the over-the-top reaction from a bunch of hacks who seemingly think that (a) 
they own Bob Dylan and that (b) Bob has never "sold out" before were pretty thoroughly 
aired in Freewheelin1 a few months ago so I shall refrain from commenting (ranting!) too 
much here, at the risk of repeating myself, and more or less simply concentrate on the 
tour (however, when I re-read the articles next month prior to typing up 20 Pounds, I 
can't promise that it won't start me off all over again!). O-kay, ready? Let's get started on 
those pesky old concert reviews, then. 
 
Daniel Durcholz of the St Louis Post-Dispatch caught the opening night at the Pageant 
and was relatively impressed with what he saw, though he thought that Dylan's "sing-
song" voice somewhat marred Hattie Carroll and the encores, whilst still exciting, were 
somewhat predictable. Even so, it was a show with many highlights and "if his next two 
concerts are as good as the first, St. Louisans will be talking about this trio of shows for 
a long time to come." 
 
The Chicago Sun-Times' Jim Derogatis similarly enjoyed Bob's first Chicago show at 
the Aragon Ballroom, though he too had reservations. He felt that Dylan's position 
behind the keyboards robbed him of his usual stage presence and "when he 
occasionally ventured out from behind his keyboard to play harmonica at center stage, 
Dylan seemed stiff and awkward, and the band followed suit, much less in his control 
than it has been in recent years." 
 
A couple of days later, also writing for the Chicago Sun-Times, Dave Hoekstra found 
Dylan's Park West show to be pretty fine, even if he does insist on likening Bob to a 
carnival stripper (not an image I care to dwell upon for any length of time, I don't mind 
admitting);"... His vocals are full of bumps and grinds. He uses mystery to entice an 
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audience and he finds clarity in the middle of mayhem." Whatever. Still, Dylan seemed to 
enjoy the show as much as Hoekstra and the audience; "...he shuffled around the stage 
in the shadow of his white cowboy hat. He pointed his fingers toward the audience and 
he seemed to smile, but I'm not sure. This old room knows that imagery can be more 
powerful than reality. And Bob Dylan knew he had created a magical night." 
 
Reviewing the Park West show for the Chicago Daily Herald, Mark Guarino had a 
similarly enjoyable time, though he notes that Dylan "held back interacting with the 
crowd until Rainy Day Women # 12 & 35, where he sang through a smile and turned to 
the crowd for its' famous refrain; "everybody must get stoned"." All's well that ends well 
and "by night's end he faced the crowd, swaggering and jabbing his fingers left and right, 
as if saying just because he's called a legend, don't think he's still not restless." 
 
Heading home for a concert at St.Paul's Roy Wilkins Auditorium brought forth a 
favourable review from Rob Hubbard of the Twin Cities Pages, calling it "the best Twin 
Cities show he's presented in many a year" and claiming that "Dylan sang with 
conviction all evening, leaning into his low-slung microphone in the stance of a sprinter 
in mid-stride." At the same show (one of a diminishing number of Twin Cities venues that 
Bob hasn't played), Drew Lyon of The MSU Reporter also had a thoroughly good time, 
deciding that Bob was finally living out his childhood fantasy of wanting to be Little 
Richard (even if the keyboards were often inaudible) and declaring Bob's voice to be 
"unpredictable". "Bottom line:", he concludes, is that Bob is "one of music's true living 
legends...Don't miss him before it's too late." (I think I know what he means!). 
 
Getting somewhat greedy, Joshua Klein of Billboard went along to three of the four 
Chicago shows (only missing out the Vie Theatre) but was relatively unimpressed with 
the first two, finding Dylan to be distant and uncommitted. By the time he reached the 
Park West, however, "he sounded downright fiery. He laced his lines with barbed 
inflections, hit at least a few of his notes and generally reincorporated his ever more 
imposing voice into the music, rather than randomly injecting lines like an afterthought. 
But most of all, Dylan looked like he was having fun, and the smiles of his band reflected 
that enthusiasm." Also reviewing the Park West show was Martin Bandyke of the Detroit 
Free Press, who was equally impressed with Bob's energy and refusal to become a 
nostagia merchant, peddling out tired carbon-copies of his best-loved songs; "...The 
artist is taking to heart the words of his assumed namesake, the Welsh poet Dylan 
Thomas: "Do not go gentle into that good night"." 
 
Onto Milwaukee, where the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel's Nick Carter was relatively 
impressed with the Eagles Ballroom show, even if he felt it was - as with many Dylan 
shows -a concert of peaks and troughs, with the encores lifting the energy level a notch 
or two above the main set. 
 
Elizabeth Chorney-Booth, who sounds as though she'd be more at home in a Bronte 
novel but actually writes for Canada's Chart Attack magazine, went along to the first of 
Dylan's three Toronto shows but was very unimpressed; "...the ticket price was a wager 
that the audience pretty much lost...While Dylan has been putting on some pretty hot 
performances since beginning his seemingly ever-lasting Love And Theft tour nearly 
three years ago, this Ricoh Coliseum show was weak." She does at least realise that his 
next show may have been everything that this one wasn't. 
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And, indeed, that may have been the case. The Toronto Sun's Jane Stevenson trooped 
along to the smallest of the three Toronto venues (The Phoenix) and had a wonderful 
time; "...it was two hours of pure Bob. Fantastic musicianship, lengthy jams, classic 
songs and almost undecipherable vocals in that crazy, nasal delivery of his." Also 
reviewing The Phoenix was James Adams of The Toronto Globe And Mail, who was 
not quite so impressed as Stevenson, but pretty impressed nonetheless; "...The 
concensus Saturday was that Dylan gave "good Bob"..The crowd got a good, at times 
brilliant evening of entertainment from an artist who can still summon the energy and the 
desire to be that icon called Bob Dylan." 
 
And what of the Toronto Star's Vit Wagnert Well, he also saw all three Phoenix shows 
and was knocked out by every one. Even the encores left him moved; "...From now on, 
when I hear All Along The Watchtower, I'll be transported back to the three glorious 
nights in March of 2004. And I'll be thinking of Bob." 
 
When Bob hit Detroit's State Theater, The Michigan Daily's Andrew M Gaerig hussled 
along to all three shows and was, overall, happy enough, though the opening night left 
him fairly cold; "...Dylan was barely present...He didn't look at the audience once...he 
was a slave to the piano - not much more to look at than a cowboy hat and a black suit." 
From there it picked up and, set lists "plagued by new material" notwithstanding, "for the 
most part, Dylan was amazing...his three nights in Detroit proved that he is as relevant, 
revered and enthralling as ever." 
 
The Boston Globe's Joan Anderman caught the first of the three Avalon shows and, 
despite Bob's "detachment having grown into cosmic-grade remoteness", found him to 
be in good spirits and very much "on" for the whole set, including Summer Days, during 
which he "laughed so hard he couldn't get through the final verse" and a version of Like 
A Rolling Stone that was - "like the rest of this energised, engaged performance - 
thoroughly gratifying." 
 
And Larry Kate of The Boston Herald equally enjoyed the opening night, proclaiming 
that "even without saying a word to the crowd except to introduce the band, Dylan was 
audibly and visibly playful." 
 
The Berkshire Eagle's Seth Rogovoy threw caution to the wind and went along to the 
second Avalon gig, probably because there'd be fewer critics in attendance and he'd get 
a better view of the stage. He was impressed with the emphasis on rock 'n' roll ("...this 
was a night for Dylan to rock as hard as ever, and his band... was fully up to the task") 
but especially enjoyed Girl Of The North Country, which was transformed into "a dusty 
old jewelin a polished, new chamber-folk setting". 
 
Jon Garelick of The Boston Phoenix caught one of the three shows and was also 
impressed, commenting that Dylan's voice was connected to the lyrics and a marked 
improvement on his 2002 Newport gig, where his vocal mannerisms were "so 
unsatisfying". 
 
Onto Philadelphia, where a three-gig stint opened at the Tower Theater. The Morning 
Call's Marc Rosenberg penned a brief but positive review, but unfortunately didn't write 
anything quotable. An anonymous hack writing for sparkweekly.com had no such 
problems. His main beef was with the elderly portions of the audience who told him off 
for clapping too loudly and then yelled at another nearby young fan who had the 
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audacity to get up and dance. He enjoyed the actual concert, even Bob's latest attempt 
at humour ("George (Recile) never lies - unless he's in bed") and was already looking 
forward to the more intimate Trocadero show, especially because, "since it's general 
admission, all the fogies will be sitting upstairs, leaving the floor to the people who 
actually like to have a good time at shows". Tom Moon of the Portsmouth Herald Local 
News seems to have made it to all three of the Philadelphia shows and appears to have 
enjoyed himself at all of them. He is reminded of the 1994 Unplugged show - indeed, he 
managed to attend one day's recording - in that, then as now, Dylan is "dedicated to 
making his songbook a living entity...his approach mirrors that of the great legends, such 
as bluesman Muddy Waters, who made listeners believe he found new delights in 
Hoochie Coochie Man nightly." 
 
Next stop Washington for another three-dater in three different venues, beginning with a 
last-minute addition at the tiny 9:30 Club, where Scott Galupo of The Washington 
Times barely managed to catch sight of Dylan through the full-to-bursting crowd, and 
found his lack of stage banter and current preference of making every song sound the 
same ("roughly, the sound of a lawn mower engine at the first tug of it's pull-cord") to be 
somewhat depressing. Ultimately, Galupo realises that this is just one more stop on 
Dylan's "mission to play under every public roof from Reno to Rio" and that the gig 
represented "no special occasion this time - just the ferocity of a guy who hopes to leave 
a ticket-refund fiasco in the wake of his death." I think that last phrase succinctly sums 
Dylan up better than any of the dozens of essays that I have read on the man and the 
NET during this past decade or so. At Washington's Bender Arena, The Eagle's Dan 
Zak caught a decent set, and, afterwards, managed to interview Jason Geisinger, the 
assistant director of the Student Union Board; the campus organisation that brought 
Dylan to Bender. He learned that Dylan had requested that the air conditioning vents 
backstage be taped over and, indeed, even wanted the air conditioning for the entire 
building to be turned off. There were also, of course, the usual demands that no 
cameras were to be allowed into the venue and that anyone found with a camera was to 
be shot and their head be mounted atop a wooden spike outside the main door (o-kay, 
so I made the last bit up). Whether Bob was ultimately satisfied with the arrangements 
will always remain a mystery because he buggered off after the show without even 
saying, 'Thanks for the money". Geisinger was decidedly unimpressed with Bob's warm 
and cuddly attitude; "He's an arrogant a-hole. He immediately left for his hotel after the 
show...He didn't want to see us, he didn't want to acknowledge (SUB's) presence." 
Hmmm...I shouldn't bank on a repeat booking at that particular venue any time soon, 
Bob. 
 
Bob seems to have delivered another solid show at Norfolk's The NorVa, if Sam 
Macdonald of The Daily Press is anything to go by, even airing a version of the semi-
rare This Wheel's On Fire. The older fans in the audience knew what to expect and 
pretty much got it, but, Macdonald suggests, the newer and younger elements of the 
crowd seemed a little unsure of what they were getting and Dylan seemed a little unsure 
of them; "...There were moments when Dylan and his audience looked at each other with 
equal bewilderment. At the end of the encore...he nodded slightly and moved his fist in a 
half-hearted, ambiguous gesture. It was as if Dylan was thinking: Thanks a lot. But you 
folks sure are weird1." You mean he's only just realised??! 
 
The State's Mark Layman took in the Township gig at Columbia and enjoyed himself, 
though he seems somewhat concerned at Dylan's alleged failing health; "...Stick-thin, 
wearing a long black coat and cowboy hat, and walking with a limp, Dylan took to the 
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stage shortly after 8 p.m....the talk is that he suffers from arthritis - which could explain 
the odor of Ben-Gay in the air a few minutes before the show began." Makes a change 
from wacky baccy, I suppose. Finally, James Mann of Amplifier Magazine sat in on one 
of the three shows at Atlanta's Tabernacle and even had time to ponder Bob's recent 
foray into selling ladies' smalls, deciding that, while he wouldn't like to see it become a 
habit, he cannot see what the problem is - Dylan earns loads of money, gets to hang out 
with young models in their skivvies and gets his name in every newspaper throughout 
the land, so he's doing o-kay and, Mann decides, any bona-fide fan of Bob should be 
used to these little side-trips into the surreal from him by now. Onto the show, which 
Mann enjoyed, though with a certain reservation or two; "...he stands behind a keyboard 
the entire night. It only takes a song or two to realise it's a prop...he never leaves the 
little niche he has fashioned for himself. Perched over his microphone, his words still 
lash and sting - but without being front and centre, eyeing the crowd and interacting with 
the band, there is no focus." Yet, for all of his failings - quite literally, as old age creeps 
up on him - Mann still considers him our hope - and commentator - in these troubled 
times; "...somehow, in his confusing and confounding way, Bob Dylan continues to 
provide some measure of hope. His rail-thin body hunched over a microphone defeats 
age, and his words cast light into our dark places. He is, as always, equal parts timely 
and timeless." Nice review. 
Phew, after that little lot there's just time to cast a glance at a few Live 1964 reviews, as 
promised at the beginning of this marathon trek through the pages and the text. 
Adrian Begrand of popmatters.com concluded that "it sheds light on a crucial period in 
BobDylan's career, as one chapter of his illustrious career closed and another was just 
beginning, and is essential listening for Dylan fans and rock historians alike." 
The Word's Mark Ellen called it "in every regard a masterpiece" and seems to enjoy 
hearingthe evidence that Dylan and the still-hanging-on-his-shirt tails Baez were drawing 
apart; 
"...You can already sense his smirking disregard for her when he forgets his part of 
Mama, You Been On My Mind and leaves her hanging out to dry." 
 
In a five-star review for Rolling Stone, Parks Puterbaugh also hears the first signs of 
departure during their four song set; "...The times they were a-changin', and you can 
hear Dylan coming and going, with one foot in each era, on Live 1964." 
 
The Independent’s Andy Gill also delivered a five-star review, again noting that it has a 
"valedictory air, a fond farewell to old friends...Listening to Live 1964 is like perching on 
thecusp of history." 
 
And The Boston Herald's Larry Katz decided that Dylan reached "a peak of artistic 
freedom" during Don't Think Twice; "...he pushes his voice so hard it threatens to go out 
of control. You can hear the audience titter at his daring, unsure whether to react with 
laughter or awe." Dylan was, Katz concludes, unpredictable 40 years ago and he still is. 
Amen to that. May it never be any different. 
 
That's all folks. If you want any more, you can sing it yourselves. 
 
THANKS TO JENS WINTER AND EXPECTING RAIN 
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A Fistful of Tapes  by The Two Riders 
 
Well, it has been a little while since we last reviewed some of the shows.  You know how 
it is – things get in the way when you’re trying to do what’s right.  Seriously it has been 
ultra busy for a long time now but never mind – here goes nothing. 
 
Tulsa   28th February 2004   
 
The tours keep on coming relentlessly.  Dylan’s voice gets more gruff.  His vocal range 
continues to contract but there is always magic.  Not necessarily every show but often 
enough to remind you of why we are all writing here.  This show is one of a number of 
what be called standard shows.  In other words a decent, if not outstanding, performance, 
a set list with some interesting variation but not a lot and a high spot here and there.  This 
shows takes off at song 4 which is Hattie Carroll and the highlight is a really mobile 
version of Tweedle Dee and an enjoyable Saving Grace. 
 
St Louis   1st   March 2004 
 
The first of  a set of three shows in this city, this one catches Dylan warming up just a 
little to the tour but not yet in full swing.  Hattie Carroll is great once again, Saving 
Grace is lovely once again and Make You Feel My Love is well done. 
 
 St Louis  2nd  March 2004 
 
Second night and things are moving forward.  The opener, Down Along The Cove is 
most infectious and works well in that slot and is followed by a new arrangement of 
Baby Blue which lends the song a little more urgency.  The show hits a high spot with a 
great version of Can’t Wait.  The biggest disappointment is Shooting Star.  This is a 
song which benefits from an economical reading and is spoilt here by being over-
extended. 
 
St Louis   3rd March 2004 
 
Third night and it’s pretty much as you were.  An unremarkable show featuring a 
charming Tell Me That It Isn’t True.  Not much else to say. 
 
Chicago   5th  March 2004 
After three nights in St. Louis, it’s now four nights in Chicago.  Tonight, it’s not that 
great.  The start is fine as Dylan digs out a great vocal performance for Drifter’s Escape 
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but the very next song, Baby Blue, is ruined by a poor vocal.    Nice to hear You Ain’t 
Goin’ Nowhere but this is balanced by a disappointing Like A Rolling Stone.  Indeed 
it’s fair to say that the last section of most of the shows on this tour was disappointing in 
its predictability. 
 
Chicago   6th  March 2004 
 
A much better show tonight.  Cry Awhile is low-down and mean, Hattie Carroll is 
beautifully understated, Down along The Cove, now song 7 moves along like fury and It 
Ain’t Me, Babe has a splendid new arrangement. 
 
Chicago   7th  March 2004 
 
So-so tonight buta nice arrangement of Moonlight is unveiled and there is a great Blind 
Willie McTell. 
 
Chicago   8th  March 2004 
 
Last night in the Windy City is a goodun’.  Dylan turns the set list on it’s head tonight 
starting off with Tangled Up In Blue, sticking High Water in at song 3, pulling out a 
superb Silvio and so on.  Even a tired old pot-boiler like Watching The River Flow is 
full of life tonight and he even makes a decent stab at Shooting Star.  Also plays two 
encores tonight. 
 
St. Paul   10th   March 2004 
 
Getting closer to his early stomping grounds, Dylan pulls out a decent show tonight.  
Baby Blue works well, Love Sick is pretty good and even Mobile is good.  He 
introduces Floater as an autobiographical song and then follows that up by describing the 
very next song, Honest With Me, as another.  This time around Shooting Star really is 
good. 
 
Milwaukee  12th   March 2004 
 
An all-round good show whose highlights are Make You Feel My Love and Hattie 
Carroll.  On the other hand, Boots is real dreary. 
 
Milwaukee  13th   March 2004 
 
Next night in the same city and it’s not bad at all.  It is a rare thing but tonight Just Like 
A Woman is actually very good.  It is a different arrangement featuring a good vocal.  
Wow!  Down Along The Cove is brilliant but Like A Rolling Stone has a poor vocal 
and yet the crowd loudly cheer. Rock audiences!!!! 
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Detroit   15th March 2004 
 
The first of three consecutive shows in the Motor City.  Yet again the stand out songs are 
Hattie Carroll, Willie McTell and Saving Grace.  Otherwise as normal. 
 
Detroit   17th March 2004 
 
Can’t quite locate the notes for the Detroit show on 16th but this show the next night is 
superb.  This is one to track down.  It’s a very good recording, which helps, but he really 
is on top form.  Right from the start (The Wicked Messenger) the vocals are right up 
there.  Next up, Baby Blue is so tight and then Tweedle Dee is just irresistible. One of 
Dylan’s maligned songs is next – Under The Red Sky – and it is really good.  So many 
highlights!  But listen out for a superb Long Black Coat with well-articulated vocals and 
a real air of tension about the song.  The only real downer is Moonlight –the new 
arrangement seems to suck the life from the song tonight. 
 
Toronto    19th March 2004 
 
So it’s on to Canada for three nights in Toronto (Keith Don’t Go).  Our notes reveal that 
there is little to say about this first show.  The recorded highlight is Thin Man. 
 
Toronto    20th March 2004 
 
Now tonight it’s a different story.  There is a rollicking start with To Be Alone With 
You, a fantastic guitar episode on Tangled, a really low-down Million Miles featuring 
some real dirty, beefy guitar and lovely piano.  If You See Her is beautifully rhythmic 
and just drives along. 
 
Toronto    21st  March 2004 
Again, not a bad show.  Nice to hear a good stab at Lay,Lady,Lay with particularly good 
instrumental backing.  Lonesome Day Blues features a gravelly vocal which actually 
adds a lot to this energy-packed effort.    Likewise Cold Irons Bound.  There is also a 
really tasty version of Tom Thumb’s Blues. 
 
Boston    24th   March 2004 
  
So it’s on to Boston for three nights. Listen out for a spot-on Things Have Changed, an 
excellent High Water (once again there is superb instrumental work on this) and a very 
dramatic It Ain’t Me, Babe. 
 
Boston    25th   March 2004 
 
Nothing much to say here..  Nothing outstanding but there is a good version of Floater. 
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Boston    26th   March 2004 
 
Again, a relatively nondescript show the major highlight of which is Hattie Carroll. 
 
Upper Darby   29th   March 2004 
 
This recording is a little thin and too trebly for good listening and perhaps that unfairly 
helps the listener to form the impression that this is nothing more than a routine outing 
for our man. 
 
Philadelphia    30th March 2004 
 
Featuring a pleasing arrangement of If Not For You and a lovely, lyrical Under The 
Red Sky this is a decent enough show.  Definitely spoiled by the tedium of an over-
wrought Times, which drags and drones. 
 
Washington    2nd April 2004 
 
Three nights in DC this time around and oh it is so good to hear Hazel.  A pity that the 
vocal is so strained, perhaps too earnest at times but also sometimes fine.  Weird but 
absolutely the real thing.  Also If Dogs Run Free which features a pretty nifty harp solo. 
 
Washington    3rd  April 2004 
 
Ring Them Bells was much welcomed but this time it seemed to have lost some of the 
dynamics of the original.  Similarly Hollis Brown which promised much but in truth was 
dull. 
 
Washington    4th  April 2004 
 
Really nice to hear God Knows in this very muscular form.  Also a spirited Tangled and 
a really nice reading of Willie McTell. 
 
 
There are a lot more reports sitting on the desk but the clock on the wall says that they 
will now have to wait until next time. 
 
   
Restless Farewell for now 
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The Whole Wide World is watching 

The Best of the Web by Martin Stein   (With thanks to Expecting  Rain)            
 
 
 
Amazingly, rave reviews continue for the Bob/Willie tour.  
Meanwhile, you’d better strengthen that bookshelf…  
 
1. Chronicles – The first volume of Dylan’s “eagerly awaited memoirs” is due out on 

October 12th 2004.  The book will run to 304 pages and is published by Simon and 
Schuster.  The book will be followed about a week later by an updated edition of 
Lyrics: 1962-2001, a compendium of lyrics to nearly every Dylan song. 

 
2. A lot of Fussball - The organisers of the 2006 football World Cup, to be held in 

Germany, want Dylan to perform at the opening ceremony! 
 
3. Is It Rolling Bob? - Sam Shepard’s Rolling Thunder Logbook, due out in 

November priced £13.50, will come with a new afterword by T-Bone Burnett. 
 
4. Here’s A New Song - Dylan collector Alan Fraser has obtained an acetate of two 

‘new’ and unknown recordings of Mr Tambourine Man and Eternal Circle. He 
believes Eternal circle to be from Berkeley 22/2/64 (dedicated by Bob to "...anybody 
who plays an instrument. It's not so easy"), but Alan is unsure of the origins of the 
former.  Opinions are requested and both songs can be downloaded.  

 
5. Take Me On A Trip - You can take a virtual Java virtual tour of 161 West 4th 

Street  at  
http://nycpov.galvinized.com/VR_viewer.php?vrid=39&nbh=10012
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At Home On The Iron Range 
                             by Paula Radice 
 
Sorry not to have had a contribution in last month's Freewheelin', but I had a 
surprise bout of jaundice and abdominal pain that signalled the return of my gallstone 
problems, and ended up with two weeks in hospital just before the end of term.  The 
worst of it was, of course, the worry as to whether I would be able to get to Hibbing on 
the long-planned holiday, but I'm delighted to say that I recovered in time, that Monica 
and I made it to Hibbing, have returned safely and had an absolutely brilliant time 

 
Minnesota is beautiful.  We drove north from Minneapolis, on Highway 169, through 
rolling countryside of farms, trees and picturesque small towns.  There are lakes 
everywhere: Minnesota calls itself "The Land of 10,000 Lakes", but everyone tells you 
that there are actually more like 15,000.  We had a week of beautiful blue-sky weather, so 
the state's name, which means "Sky-reflecting Water", couldn't have been more apt.  As 
you go north, the traffic - never heavy compared to England's motorways - becomes even 
more quiet, and the driving is easy.  The trees turn from broad-leafed to conifers and 
white-trunked birches.  We passed old Ojibwe Indian trading posts and a town called 
"Zimmerman", and saw deer bounding away from the road.  It was all lovely. 

 
You know straight away when you reach the Mesabi Iron Range, because huge iron-red 
spoil heaps appear on the horizon.  Our progress was then slowed by my need to stop and 
take photos every time we saw a roadsign for Hibbing!  It seemed almost surreal actually 
to be there, like arriving, after years of dreaming about it, in a place whose real existence 
you weren't certain of. "Hibbing" is an iconic name for every Dylan fan.  What would it 
be like in reality? 
 
We soon discovered that Hibbing is a really great place, far above our expectations.  For 
a start, everywhere we went people were incredibly friendly and generous.  Word of our 
presence in the town seemed to go before us, so that we would get to one shop to be told 
"Oh, you're the two English gals I heard about" (and we weren't misbehaving too badly!).  
Everyone wanted to talk, and make sure we were having a good time.  They seemed 
genuinely astonished that we should travel all the way from England just to see where 
Bob Dylan grew up.  The town has a real small-town feel to it: we saw friends meeting 
for breakfast in The Sportsmen's Café on Howard Street, sharing gossip and pancakes; 
everyone we spoke to seemed to know the other people in town that we had already met. 
 
Most welcoming and generous of all the Hibbingites we met were Linda and Bob 
Hocking, owners of Zimmy's at the bottom end of Howard Street.  Zimmy's bar is the only 
obvious sign on Hibbing's main street that Bob Dylan has anything to do with the town 
(in fact, if it weren't for Zimmy's, and the Dylan display in the basement at the Library, 
there would be almost no evidence of him at all) and Bob and Linda are the people most 
responsible for flying Dylan's flag in the town.  (When Beatty Rutman, Dylan's mother, 
dropped by in 2000, and was asked if she minded the fact that they had called the bar 
Zimmy's, she replied "Honey, it's about time this town did something for my son".) 
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Bob and Linda are wonderful: despite being very busy, they made time to stop and talk 
with us, and opened the most incredibly exciting doors for us in Hibbing.  After talking to 
them for just one evening, we had a phone call inviting us to lunch, and discovered when 
we arrived that also there were Leroy Hoikkala (The Golden Chord's drummer) and 
Leona and B.J. Rolfzen, the latter being Dylan's High School English teacher (both of the 
Rolfzens were also neighbours and friends of the Zimmerman family - David 
Zimmerman had been their babysitter).  We had a wonderful time, not only at lunch, but 
also that evening at the Rolfzens' house where B.J. and I talked for hours about poetry, 
writing and, of course, the young Robert Zimmerman.  Leroy told us some unpublished 
stories about young Bob, too (he has very kindly promised me a telephone interview, 
which I'm going to get onto this week).  He is a shy but friendly man, proud of his part in 
Bob's early musical development, but acutely aware that Hibbing still has yet fully to 
appreciate the impact that Dylan has had on the wider world.  "There's only twenty or so 
people in this town," he said, "who even know or care I played with Bob." 
 
Talking to Leroy and the Rolfzens, I got a new understanding of the sort of place Hibbing 
was for Dylan to grow up in, and a far more sensitive idea of what Zimmerman family 
life was like.  Everyone we met had nothing but praise and admiration for both of Bob's 
parents, but especially Beatty, who was described as "a wonderful, wonderful woman", a 
warm, extremely caring and vibrant person who would go out of her way to help others. 
When she had come into Zimmy's a year or two before she died, she had gone to 
practically every table greeting people she knew and chatting, like an energetic royal 
progress.  Leroy was adamant, too, that descriptions of an antagonistic relationship 
between Bob and his father had been distorted out of all  recognition.  He told us that 
when the Harry Belafonte album came out with Bob playing harmonica, Abe had rung 
him at work and insisted he come over to the store straight away to hear it: "Come on, 
Leroy, you gotta hear it!  I just got it!"  His pride in his son was very obvious, according 
to Leroy.  Years earlier, when Bob was asking for a motorbike from his father, Abe rang 
Leroy, who already had one, and asked him to oversee the purchase, to ensure that a safe 
one was bought: Leroy still boasts that he rode Bob's bike before he himself did.  He was 
also there when Bob famously almost went under the wheels of a train on the railroad 
crossing. 
 
I'm hoping to write up in more detail what I learned from both Leroy and B.J.  B.J. is an 
incredible man, and was evidently a committed and brilliant teacher.  Still delighting in 
poetry, he makes for an inspirational conversationalist, and the time I spent with him was 
very precious.  I couldn't help feeling that he must have had a discernible impact on Bob's 
writing, and certainly on his understanding and knowledge of poetry.  B.J. still has a very 
clear picture in his mind of young "Robert" (as he was always called) sitting in the front 
row, three chairs from the door, sitting quietly ready for each lesson to start, never 
chatting as the others students did until B.J. started talking.   He would love to meet Bob 
again - they haven't spoken since Abe Zimmerman's funeral, although B.J. and Leona 
have attended Dylan concerts with tickets donated by David Zimmerman - and with B.J. 
not in the best of health and now 82 it would be a good time for them to see each other.  I 
really hope that it happens. 
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But even those events weren't the full extent of the great time that we had in Hibbing.  
When we got to 2425 7th Avenue East to see the Zimmerman house, we were met by 
Donna who lives there now (she knew we were coming because her sister works in the 
Sunrise Deli, which used to the Lybba Theater owned by Dylan's grandfather, where we 
had called in earlier!).  After chatting for a while, she went back into the house and re-
emerged with a bathroom floor tile for each of us: she and her husband Greg are doing 
some remodelling in the house, and were taking up the original bathroom floor, as laid by 
Abe Zimmerman!  The photo you can see below, of us sitting on the lawn clutching said 
floor tiles, was taken by Larry Ryan, photographer for the local paper, but also the 
photographer and poster designer for the annual Dylan Days event - another really great 
person we met in Hibbing. 
 
We also saw the High School, which is just as incredible a building as everyone says it is.  
(Just as incredible was the way we were happily allowed to wander at will through the 
building - I even sat in the library for an hour writing notes about the school).  The 
quality of the decoration inside is just beautiful; plaster and gilt ceilings, huge landscape 
paintings in the entrance hall; statuary in the school library.  B.J.'s English classroom was 
Room 204.  The auditorium is, of course, the high point.  It's massive, and very, very 
lovely.  We sat on the stage where Robert Zimmerman had so upset the teachers and his 
peers by pounding out rock and roll in the Convocation concert, and saw the piano which 
is alleged to be the one he broke the pedal from on that occasion (it certainly looked old 
enough).  Even the fire extinguishers are behind beautiful stained glass doors.  The 
chandeliers in the auditorium are said to be worth half a million dollars each, and are 
irreplaceable.  
 
What else did we do in Hibbing?  Up and down Howard Street, I took photos of all the 
sights with a Dylan connection, or where something with a Dylan connection used to be.  
The Micka Electric/Zimmerman Appliance store on 5th Avenue East was pulled down, 
and has been replaced by an ugly modern building with a photocopier business in it. The 
Androy Hotel, where Bob had his Bar Mitzvah party in 1954, has, after many years of 
lying derelict, been renovated into apartments for "seniors": it is still a very imposing 
building, and dominates the lower end of Howard Street.  Bob Hocking ate there with his 
mother on the last evening that The Crystal Lounge was open for business, and he gave 
me an old matchbook.  Crippa Music is another music store, Rupar Music.  Braman 
Music, where Bob took guitar lessons from Raymond Blake, is now Walken's Jewelry.  
Collier's BBQ is now a Chinese restaurant, Hong Kong Kitchen.  The Moose Lodge is 
still there, but the L& B Café in the same building,  where Bob used to eat cherry pie 
after school, has gone.  Many of the old businesses we located using a 1967 Hibbing 
phone directory that Bob Hocking generously gave me.  On 1st Avenue, we found the 
synagogue, now a private house and with the stained glass windows removed, but with 
the signs that it was once a place of worship still clear. 
 
In Aubin's Photographic store, a wonderful repository of local photographic history run 
by Paul Aubin, I found old photos of Howard Street, and a picture from a trade fair of a 
1940s or 1950s Micka Electric trade display.  There was also a copy of the famous photo 
of the teenage Echo Helstrom looking like a slightly wild Hollywood star.  (She had, 
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coincidentally, been back in Hibbing only a few days before we got there, and had signed 
the Zimmy's guest book "It's great to be Home on the Range": Linda Hocking said that 
she was still a real "free spirit", despite now having Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, and that 
her daughter looks just like the younger Echo). 
 
The Hull-Rust-Mahoning mine is huge.  It is said that the open-cast pit can be seen from 
space, a dark red gash in the countryside.  It's what, of course, paid for the beautiful High 
School, and the other impressive public buildings in Hibbing.  And its topography is 
ever- changing, as it is still being mined for iron ore.  Unusually for such a man-made 
phenomenon, it seems to sit naturally in the landscape, with pools of bright blue water 
making lakes in its depths.  It seems just another natural wonder of this part of the world.  
There is a small visitors' centre (the bigger mining museums are in Chisholm, a few miles 
to the north) which sells t-shirts and gives out free samples of the iron-bearing taconite.  
On the drive back into Hibbing, we passed through the remaining streets of the ghost 
town of North Hibbing, complete with lampposts and road signs, and the concrete bases 
showing where the houses were uprooted to be rolled down the road to the new Hibbing, 
"the town that moved".  These deserted streets are where the young Beatty Stone grew 
up. 
 
I tried to put photos into the body of this piece, but was stumped by the computer, so the 
photos come separately below.  It really was a wonderful holiday, most especially 
because of the kindness and generosity of those we were lucky enough to meet.  If our 
experiences are anything to go by, Robert Zimmerman grew up amongst good people.   
 
After we (very sadly) left Hibbing, we drove north almost to the Canadian border, 
through a glorious wooded and lake-strewn wilderness, until turning south to drive down 
the North Shore of Lake Superior, down Highway 61.  And yes, we did pull off it, just so 
that we could shout "Highway 61 Revisited" when we got back on it!  We passed through 
Duluth, promising to visit it properly the next time we come, which will be as soon as we 
can both afford it again.  
 
A few days later, we drove west from Minneapolis and St. Paul (The Twin Cities are very 
civilized and well worth a visit: I especially recommend the Minnesota Historical Center 
in St. Paul), up the Crow River because, um, we'd heard there were some nice farms 
there.  And we did find a nice farm, set back from the road, therefore very secluded, and 
right on the river bank, so that someone,  a famous rock star say, could have a nice 
summer break there with his family (we knew one particular  rock star wouldn't be there 
at the time, because rumour had it he'd just started a tour with Willie Nelson).  Pausing 
briefly to eat home-made burgers in the nearby bar where said rock star is reputed to 
drink, we drove around Lake Minnetonka and back to Minneapolis. 
  
We'd seen the present and the past of Bob Dylan.  It was a great week. 
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                                      PAULA’S PICTURES 
 

                     
 
Bob& Linda Hocking in Zimmy’s                   Two strange English women out side  
           Bob’s family home, with floor tiles. 
   
 

                  
 
The Androy Hotel      The Lybba- Sunrise Deli. 
 
 

                      
 
 
The library of Hibbing High School    Back of the High School, on the  
         road Bob walked (the few blocks) 
         to school 
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Ceiling of the auditorium        Back of the Zimmerman’s home,        

showing Bob’s route when he sneaked 
out from his bedroom – via the roof of the 
 garage. 

 

                 
 
Hibbing High School         The deserted streets of North Hibbing 
 
 

                 
 
2425 7th Avenue East       The Moose Lodge, Howard Street 
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Hull-Rust-Mahoning Mine, North of Hibbing              Me with Leroy Hoikkala 
 
 

                          
 
Howard Street     Hull-Rust-Mahoning mine 
 
 

                  
 
 
The sign outside Zimmy’s: I told you we got       The auditorium of the High School 
ourselves known (or notorious?)! 
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Bob Dylan  portrait  by  A.Fortier 

 
ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE     

 
      NOW YOU’RE TELLING ME THAT YOU’RE NOT NOSTALGIC… 
                   by Michael Crimmins  
 
“For me none of the songs I’ve written has really dated. 
They capture something I’ve never been able to improve on, whatever their statement 
is…  People say they’re ‘nostalgic’ but I don’t know what that means really.  
‘A tale of two cities’ was written one hundred years ago-is that nostalgic?  
This term ‘nostalgic’ it’s just another way people have of dealing with you and putting 
you in some place they think they understand. It’s just another label” 
 
Bob Dylan, Hamburg, 1984. 
 
Before we can accuse an artist of living on the past, let us not forget that first he or she, 
has to create that past, and it has to be one of note, at least!  If the artist is described as 
being hoist by his own petard, it is because he has one to carry!   If it is an artist who is 
constantly hoist by his own petard, then it must be that he is constantly carrying it. 
Ironic is it not? 
 
The word nostalgia is indeed a funny commodity. We can’t use it in connection with the 
future or the present. Any new Bob Dylan song or arrangement of an older one comes at 
us like a stranger around a corner.  It is so easy to look back with affection and this is of 
course is no bad thing, but when attending, especially a Dylan concert, we must be alert 
and aware of the moment. We should be grateful, shouldn’t we? Of this ongoing 
creativity. Even these days when Dylan’s vocals are not what they were, we should ask 
ourselves, would we change the way that ‘Time Out Of Mind’ sounds, would we want 
the voice from 1966 to sing the songs on “Love and Theft”. I think the answer to that one, 
would be that we would no more want that, than we would want to change the way that 
‘Blonde on Blonde’ sounds.’ We DO get these songs from these great albums in concert 
these days, and we also get brilliant new arrangements, such as those for “The Lonesome 
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Death of Hattie Carrol” “Ring Them Bells” “Don’t Think Twice”. It is important that we 
the fans, especially those who are the first to admit to being so well nourished, stay 
focused in a concert situation.  To let the warm feeling for good things past 
(nostalgia)exist is no bad thing, as long as it does not act as a barrier between us and the 
artist now- who, in Dylan’s case at least, stands before us night after night creating and 
recreating. Is it not a shame that because Dylan’s music IS still so accessible to us, and 
not only in a live situation, but with the exhilarating albums of recent years, not to 
mention the ‘Masked &Anonymous’film, that he IS constantly hoist by his own petard!  
What an experience a Dylan gig can be. What is that magic that occurs? Is it the son of 
Zeus passing bits of Bob and his band to the willing recipients in the audience? Whatever 
the magic is, it is very rarely found listening to a CDR of a concert…  
 

BOB ALMIGHTY? 
 
Every now and again though there is an exception. I received a copy of the concluding 
‘Barrowland, Glasgow 24/6/04 gig of Bob’s most recent tour. I wasn’t in attendance for 
this one; I surely wish that I could have been! One reviewer, Damien Love for the 
Sunday Herald/on line, proclaimed “Bob Almighty” in his header of a glowing report in 
which he stated that it was the best concert that he had ever been to! 
 
Listening to this one is an incredible magical experience for a Bob nut like me. To know 
that it is all still there to be mined at this level is a heart warming thing indeed. If you’re 
not too sure or you have grown bored with collecting and listening to the shows, then you 
owe it to yourself to find this one out and pay it your undivided. 
 
“Drifters Escape” is first up. Dylan has been playing this up tempo rhythm and blues 
arrangement for a few years now, but it one that I never tire of hearing. Quite often 
toward the end of this one, Bob will pull out a harp and play a staccato three note tattoo, 
that like Bob’s electric guitar work is often is often mistaken for incompetence! Here 
though tonight Dylan blows some blues, he means business! Another JWH song follows 
in “I’ll be your baby tonight” The four “Love &Theft” songs performed at Barrowland 
are all album standard, and you can’t moan about that, can you?  “Tweedle Dee & 
Tweedle Dum” is for me, at least, the best of these. 
 
It is with the fourth performance on this recording where the hairs on the back of the head 
start to stand up. “Just Like A Woman” performed here close to it’s original arrangement, 
is perhaps a hard one for Bob Dylan to get to these days, but he manages not just an 
alright effort, but a superb gut wrenching one. A performance such as this besides being 
rare and full of feel, displays an obvious love for the song and whatever it takes him back 
to. This truly must have been a great place to have been on the 24th of June, Stu Kimball 
how lucky you are!   The acoustic arrangement that Bob is using on “Girl of The North 
Country” these days, and especially here, is one that captures perfectly the original 
aching atmosphere of the Freewheelin’ version. The descending and ascending structure 
of this version has a real ethereal and aesthetic beauty present.  I would suggest that more 
than a little nostalgia IS present here even as the song lives in the moment with this 
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fantastic arrangement. “Most likely You Go Your Way and I’ll Go Mine” is straight from 
‘Blonde on Blonde’. By this point Bob Dylan’s voice is undergoing some sort of magical 
change, more and more of that wolf like sound falls away. The arrangement for “Ballad 
of a Thin Man” has very rarely changed over the years and rarely has it been performed 
better than it is here!   
 
The absolute show stopper though is “It Ain’t Me Babe”. This one has a dark foreboding 
feel, that along with its halting rhythm, I felt more suitable to perhaps “Masters of War” 
or “A Hard Rain’s-A-Gonna Fall” but listening for the second time, I realise that I was 
wrong. The genius that is Bob Dylan got it right! And that genius is right here in all its 
glory!  Dylan’s grip, on this occasion, with “Like a Rolling Stone” is so intense, and as 
the peddle steel can’t really punch; it would have been beneficial to have more of Stu 
Kimball’s excellent guitar involved. That of course is just a minor gripe, overall, the song 
has not sounded this fresh in a long while.    
 
In last month’s Freewheelin’ 226, Chris Cooper in his Magnetic Movements corner, 
when featuring the Barrowland, Glasgow video, said  
 
“This was going to be THE show right? Well it was certainly a good performance with 
some great singalongs” 
 
It certainly was Chris. It is nice to know that a DVD of this one is in circulation, even if it 
does contain only six of the performances. Thank you to whoever is responsible for 
filming.   Apparently by all reports the previous nights show at the S.E.CC, Glasgow was 
a bit warm also 
 
The theme of my writing this month has pretty much carried on over from my last 
Freewheelin’ piece “Of poachers and game old birds” and I make no excuse about that. 
Dylan has given so much! His incentive to do so doesn’t really enter into it as far as I’m 
concerned, though when he says things like “I do it because I’m driven to do it” I can 
understand and believe that.  I do have to be honest and admit that when I read 
disparaging articles and reviews about Dylan, It does make me ask myself questions, 
like- is my current evaluation of Dylan’s live work influenced to a certain degree by 
loyalty. To say that it isn’t would not be entirely true, because that loyalty is openly 
expressed when I say “Dylan has given so much”!  It is good to bear in mind that this 
would still be a true statement if Dylan had retired ten years ago and if we didn’t have 
‘Time out of Mind’ “Love and Theft” and “Masked and Anonymous” BUT we do!  
 
And what is more, these are not just among some of Dylan’s greatest moments, BUT are, 
arguably, among some of the greatest moments in recording and film making. 
Nuff said about Lucky. I’m off to Spain.  
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Hipsters, Flipsters & Finger Poppin’ Daddies 
 
 

    Blues Is Bunk! 
                                     by C.P. Lee 
In 1952, two American musicians ~ guitarist Lonnie Johnson and rag-time pianist 
Ralph Sutton arrived in London to play at the Royal Festival Hall. Supporting them that 
night was a British outfit, The Tony Donegan Jazz Band, featuring one Anthony Donegan 
himself on banjo and vocals. He was more than thrilled to be sharing the bill with 
Johnson whom he admired for a long time. American Blues musicians rarely came to the 
UK in those days. The only ‘genuine’ one he’d ever seen playing live was Josh White. 
Donegan’s friend Alexis Korner had gone all the way to Paris in 1948 to catch a glimpse 
of Leadbelly in the hope of learning a lick or two. Just the chance to see what the 
musician’s hands did while they were playing was all these young guitar slingers wanted. 
Leadbelly didn’t feel like showing off his chops that night and played with a towel 
covering his hand and the guitar neck! 
 
Tony Donegan was hoping that Lonnie Johnson would be a bit more forthcoming. The 
American had been playing since the 1920s and had recorded with such luminaries as 
Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington. As Donegan enthused ~ “Lonnie Johnson had a 
nice, clear, melodic voice that was easy to follow. He had a beautiful guitar technique… 
Lonnie Johnson was someone I could follow.” When Johnson took to the stage though ~ 
“He was a bitter disappointment. All we had were these really old records and we 
expected the Americans to sound like them, which they didn’t. Johnson had become 
rather smooth, singing Stardust with an electric guitar. He was no longer in the gin 
mills”. Despite feeling let down, Donegan cheered up when, at the end of the night, the 
MC mistakenly introduced the evening’s musicians as ~ “Lonnie Donegan and Tony 
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Johnson”. Lonnie Donegan liked it so much he left it that way, and the rest, as they say, is 
history. 
 
There are two significant things about Donegan’s comments on that evening’s 
performance, the first one being his surprise at Johnson’s choice of tune, Stardust, which 
by that time,  had become a Pop standard. Secondly, the phrase, “He was no longer in the 
gin-mills”. Here, he’s referring to cotton gin mills. Both comments basically evolve 
around our old friend ‘authenticity’, and illustrate the perceptions of a White audience 
rather than the realities of Black performance. In much the same way as the early middle-
class Folk song collectors ‘filtered’ out tunes they deemed unsuitable, and created a false 
concept of ‘Folk’, so too had Blues Folklorists, only this time they were aided by the 
nascent recording industry in its desire to create marketable genre classifications. Johnson 
was a victim of these practices in that, he along with many other Black entertainers were 
forced into rigidly stereo-typical modes when their actual desire was to be more broad 
based, more, if you will, commercial, more - appealing to a mass-audience. I’ll deal with 
why an artist like Johnson would play ‘standards’ a little later. In the meantime let’s look 
at Donegan’s reference to ‘gin-mills’. 
 
It would come as no surprise to me to learn that Lonnie D actually thought that Lonnie J 
had done hard manual labour before becoming a ‘Blues Man’, probably in a field, and 
doubtless concerning cotton. He would have thought this because it was part of the 
mythology surrounding Blues players. It is how he would have been programmed to 
think. He also quite probably imagined Lonnie J, or any other Blues player, to be 
itinerant, poor, or at least hailing from poor origins, and to have emerged from a specific 
geographical area – usually the Mississippi Delta. Throw in hard drinkin’ and hard lovin’ 
and you get the complete set. 
 
Lonnie Johnson actually came from New Orleans and his father was a successful 
professional musician and band leader. Johnson never did a day’s manual work in his 
whole life having been playing professionally (starting with the violin) from the age of 
eleven. He was top of the bill in London in 1917, playing in Variety Halls. When he 
returned to the States his entire family save one (eleven of twelve) had been killed in the 
‘flu epidemic of 1918. It would be true to say that he took to the road with a vengeance, 
but it was a fairly well lined road and he was to be very successful. Throughout the 1920s 
he appeared on recordings with artists as wide ranging as Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith, 
The Dorsey Brothers and Victoria Spivey. Spivey, years later, hired the young Bob Dylan 
to play harmonica at a recording session in March 1962, having met him at Gerdes Folk 
City when she was playing with Lonnie Johnson in September 1961. Dylan said of 
Johnson, to whom he grew quite close ~ “I must say he greatly influenced me”. 
 
In the 1920s Johnson recorded a series of tunes with another guitarist who used the name 
Blind Willie Dunn. Songs like Guitar Blues, A Handful of Riffs and Midnight Call, 
became the favourite recordings of a young man by the name of Robert Johnson. He may 
have been surprised to learn that ‘Blind Willie’ was in fact an Italian-American from 
South Philly called Salvatore Massaro, who was better known to record buyers and music 
fans as Eddie Lang. Eddie Lang was essentially a musician’s musician, he played with 
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Bing Crosby as well as King Oliver, Joe Venuti and Texas Alexander. Sadly he died a 
premature death in 1933. The character of Emmett Ray in Woody Allen’s movie Sweet & 
Low Down, was based on Lang.  Nowadays if you look for Lang under the heading 
‘Blues Musician’ you won’t find any reference to him, but if you search under ‘Jazz’ 
that’s where Eddie resides. Lonnie Johnson, on the other hand, is placed under ‘Blues’. 
So – who decided one was which and one was the other? And, what is ‘Jazz’ and what is 
‘Blues’? 
 
Looking at things from a historical perspective and by analysing sheet music as well as 
record sales, we find the first piece of published music pertaining to our topic– I Got The 
Blues, which came out in 1908. The tune began with a twelve-bar section and was 
described as “an up-to-date Rag” (interestingly it was written by another Italian-
American, Antonio Maggio). Black composer WC Handy put the Blues into America’s 
consciousness when he scored a huge hit with Memphis Blues in 1912. This tune wasn’t 
recorded though until 1914. The record industry was still very much in its infancy at this 
period and sheet music sales were where it was at. Noticing how popular Handy’s tune 
had become, a whole slew of songwriters jumped on the bandwagon and soon the 
parlours and bars of America were jumping to songs like – Dallas Blues, Yellow Dog 
Blues and Baby Seals Blues. Blues vocals were first recorded in 1915 (Morton Harvey 
singing Memphis Blues) and it would be accurate to say that the Blues became popular as 
a novelty genre. During that decade, the most successful (in terms of sales) exponents of 
this style were Al Bernard (‘The Boy From Dixie’), and Marion Harris, always billed as 
‘Queen of the Blues’. Her best known hit was I Ain’t Got Nobody, recorded in 1916. 
However, Bernard and Harris were both White Vaudevillians. This means that if you go 
to something like the recently published book Martin Scorsese Presents The Blues, you’ll 
be told that the first Blues ‘hit’ was Mamie Smith’s Crazy Blues released in 1920. This is 
true only insofar as Mamie was the first Afro-American female to have a hit with a Blues 
number.  
 
Interestingly, Elijah Wald in his fascinating book – Escaping The Delta: Robert Johnson 
& The Invention of the Blues – points out that the 1920s belonged to the Blues Queens – 
Ma Rainey, Victoria Spivey, Ida Cox, Bessie Smith, et al - male performers only coming 
into their own right much later on in the decade (the first one, of course, being Lonnie 
Johnson), But – as Wald points out – if you search through the Blues section of HMV or 
Virgin, history has been rewritten and the CD racks are full of cross-overs and 
compilations of male artists; the Blues Queens hardly get a look in. 
 
Let’s pause for a moment and take stock – In the 1920s the Blues emerged as a genre. It 
came from Vaudeville and Ragtime and gave a nod in the direction of another newly 
emerging genre – Jazz. Its most successful artists were mainly women singers 
accompanied by small bands. So far so good. The record executives were good 
capitalists. They knew that they had to increase their sales to please their shareholders. In 
order to increase sales they had to find new markets. ‘Niche marketing’ presented itself 
as the answer to their problems – go out there and find groups of people who’d buy 
records. In 1924, Polk Brockman, Atlanta area distributor for Okeh Records suggested 
that the company record White ‘Hillbilly’ musician, Fiddlin’ John Carson. Okeh went 
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ahead when Brockman ordered five hundred copies for his store. Carson’s Little Old Log 
Cabin in the Lane went on to sell thousands and a new genre, dubbed ‘Old Time Tunes’ 
was born. A&R men from the record labels set up sessions across the South and it was a 
forgone conclusion that sooner or later they’d ‘discover’ Black artists – or more properly 
– the Black market. 
 
Paramount recorded Papa Charlie Jackson, a Black singer and banjo player. Jackson 
came from the Minstrel tradition and could turn his hand to any form of Popular music, 
but was marketed by Paramount as a ‘Blues singer’, in fact his first publicity release 
boasted – “this man can sing and play the Blues even better than a woman can”. His hit 
records fall mainly into the ‘novelty’ slot – Shake That Thing and the raucous Salty Dog 
Blues, being just two examples of what would feed into the sub-genre of Chicago Blues 
known as ‘Hokum’. Strangely, Jackson’s success with the record buying public didn’t 
precipitate a rush by the labels to sign up other Black rural players and it would be two 
years before Lonnie Johnson walked into a studio. Johnson is as different from Jackson in 
style as you could possibly be. For a start, he played the guitar, an instrument that was 
replacing the fiddle and banjo as weapon of choice for a ‘musicianer’ as these people 
called themselves. That, plus his suave vocal delivery which was such a strong influence 
on Nat King Cole and BB King, placed Johnson firmly in the forefront of what we would 
now call ‘Pop’. Soon Paramount signed Blind Lemon Jefferson and began their ‘Race 
Recordings’ series. 
 
None of this though answers the question – what kind of music did the ‘musicianers’ 
play? 
Obviously we know what they recorded, but we’ve only got a vague notion of what they 
played during performances. Or at least that’s what we thought until the publication of 
Elijah Wald’s book. 
 
“So far as what was called Blues, that didn’t come around until 1917… What we had in 
my coming up days was music for dancing and it was all different sorts.” Mance 
Lipscomb, Texas guitarist and singer. 
 
Obviously audiences differed from place to place, but essentially all successful shows 
boil down to one thing – pleasing that audience and all the musicianers knew that 
diversity was the key to success.  
 
What is termed ‘Country-Blues’ was only a part of the musicianers’ set, and C-B was 
also in its infancy and was an as yet half-structured form. At the beginning of the 20th 
century the most common instrument in the Southern rural areas for Blacks and Whites 
was the fiddle. Numbers played included – Cripple Creek, and Old Joe Clarke – and, as 
this advert for the Carolina Tarheels demonstrates – “Old Time Southern Songs Mingled 
With The Broadway Hits” – an ear for the latest from Tin-Pan Alley. There is ample 
evidence to show that the dances were often attended by both races and that a significant 
number of the bands were mixed racially – Taylor’s Kentucky Boys was a White band 
supporting Black fiddle player, Andrew Baxter. Mississippi John Hurt played in a duo 
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with White fiddler William T Narmour. Music was ‘traded’ and exchanged between 
communities, Black and White. 
 
The reason we don’t have much of a recorded legacy of these ‘early’ Blues musicianers 
isn’t to do with them being less popular, or ‘not around’, it has to do with labelling, or 
genre classification. The record companies couldn’t pigeonhole them. They were too 
Hillbilly for the Race labels and too Black for the Old Time labels. Occasionally bands 
like the Mississippi Sheiks broke through because they played such a wide variety of 
material that they defied all classification – possibly there were the ultimate Pop band of 
their time. This rigid delineation of genre is the reason that such a warped idea of what 
constitutes ‘authentic Blues’ persists to this day, and it’s a warped perception that 
‘academic’ researchers like Alan Lomax perpetuated. Even John Hammond would bend 
facts in order to bolster his politically oriented vision of what music was all about. It was 
a romanticisation of Black life and Black rural life in particular that these people were 
propagating. Interestingly, a large amount of research was done out in the field, a large 
proportion of which was carried out by John Work, a Black post-graduate student at the 
Fisk University of Alabama. He handed over all his material to Alan Lomax … 
 
Work (with Lomax present) interviewed a young Mackinley Morganfield (who moved to 
Chicago and changed his name to Muddy Waters soon after) on Stovall’s Plantation in 
the Mississippi Delta in 1940. During the interview he was asked about his repertoire. 
Wald reports that less than half were what we might term ‘Blues’. He performed seven 
‘Cowboy’ songs in his set, including several by Gene Autry – Also included were a 
portion of ‘Classics’ such as Dark Town Strutters Ball and Red Sails In The Sunset. 
Because Muddy Waters became Muddy Waters and because Chess Records expected a 
specific style of song we’ll never know how Muddy performed numbers like Deep In The 
Heart of Texas and Chattanooga Choo Choo. Nor is he unique in the broad choice of 
music in his repertoire. There are reports of Skip James relaxing backstage by playing the 
piano and singing Broadway show tunes. Occasionally, when he was with Mississippi 
John Hurt, they would duet together on Jimmie Rodgers tunes. Lonnie Johnson recalled 
his life as a musician in New Orleans – “We played anything they wanted to hear. 
Ragtime melodies, sweet songs, waltzes… a lot of people liked opera so we did some of 
that too…”  and he became a Blues musician almost by accident. All Johnson wanted to 
do was make a record and the only record that they’d let him make was a Blues one, so 
he became, by default, a Blues singer. 
 
Blues was ‘hot’ in the 1920s – firstly as a female novelty form, then as a male novelty 
form.  As with all musical styles if they don’t move with the times they stagnate, and the 
Blues was no exception. Rural, male, acoustic was the dominant form in the early 1930s; 
in twelve years all that was to change … 
 
I’ll be covering those changes and looking at the careers of several other musicianers in 
my next piece – ’til then Toodle Pip!!! 
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                                                             by Chris Cooper 
 
 
So how did you find Bob this year? 
 
 
Was it via one of those recent shows. I want to be positive here, after all 
this is a Dylan mag, dare I say, fanzine??? So we must be positive mustn’t 
we. I have to say that is getting harder to do this time than usual. Somewho 
he was nut cutting the mustard for me so much this year. There were 
extraordinary times of course, some tracks that will stand out in my mind 
for some time. But they are few an far between.  Lets start at the top shall 
we? After all I been down to the bottom with the bad men, oh sorry, where 
was I.   Cardiff I believe, opening show, yes it was Cardiff, you knowth gig 
with the weird 3 row balcony?  An odd start of Dylan. The crowd seems very 
subdues. To my eye the lighting is not so bright, and the the sound was 
certainly muddy. Bob gave a workmanlike performance I thought.  Lots of 
chance to view Stu Kimball, cannot say I find his style particularly 
impressive. Cannot see him lasting that long, Of course Bob throws us Dogs 
and Cats at this gig, both fine versions if a bit heavy on the instruments. 
First time I get to hear the “new” It Ain’t Me Babe, probably the stand out 
track of the show for me. He’s doing a lot less moving about, and the voice. 
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This is the worrying part because he sounds tired and this is first night! Of 
course he hasn’t had a long break since the Bonnarro business but even so. 
 
I had traveled to the show alone but met with Tim Price and others at the  
same hotel, strangely we both have little to say about the show, we settle 
down with the usual faces at more important things. “Your round I believe”. 
 
Home again and then on to Fleadh. I have arranged to meet my long term 
sidekick at these gigs David P.  Dizzy says “no chance” in that crowd. I get 
there and we meet as soon as I get in. and about 30 mins before the rain 
starts. It rains and rains. We shelter in the smaller tent and are treated to 
a simply marvelous set by John Prine. After Bob’s Cardiff set this is truly 
impressive.  Equally so was the fact that the rain stops just before Bob 
takes the stage.  I am expecting nothing here really. You know, geatest hits 
package. He takes the stage with the inevitable guest Ron Wood, They 
launch into Down Along the Cove, a really Hot version this good. He looks 
pleased to be there, Woody is ribbing him constantly and Bobs obviously 
enjoying it. The set is nowhere near as predictable as I expected. I really 
want to hear a good clear tape of this one. Was it as good as I recall? It was 
a very good show, possibly one of th best outdoor gigs I have seen Dylan do. 
His voice has much more authority though he still sounds somewhat hoarse. 
But the latter half Bob takes the move and plays a run of slower tracks with 
stunning effect. High Water was great (lets forget Highway 61) Not Dark 
Yet!  Super , and then we get “Boots” it is marvelous, he uses his own 
breathlessness to telling effect. For me the stand out track of the show and 
one of the best songs of the UK leg. The show is soon over, far too soon for 
me, its at moments  like that, you forget the hassles, the bad weather, the 
shouting, the pushing. For 5 minutes it’s just him an me, no one else. Only 
Dylan can achieve that sort of intimacy in such a place. A tour highlight. 
 
Thankfully I have  day off before the next show. I am traveling with Tim 
Price so I have to get a train to Birmingham. Tim meets me at the station, 
hospitable as ever. We have  an uneventful drive to Newcastle. He knows the 
way and we chat all the way there, time passes, quickly. Tims booked us into 
a hotel literally across the road from the gig so its an easy walk at 6:30 to 
the show. Funny not so many of the usual faces around though. Anyway in we 
go.   Bobs onstage on time. He looks good in back. He sounds pretty rough 
though. Tonight he shows his voice no mercy and does a full and varied set. 
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Maybe he knew John Greens sister Alison was at her first Dylan gig?  We 
get a nice Ring Them Bells tonight, and a better “If Not For you”. But he 
really seems remote again. I honestly marvel at people who have waited for 
along time and get this one show. I sit next to such a couple, Martin and 
Debbie. They are about my age, last saw Dylan in 1981 at Earls Court. They 
sit quietly. Afterwards Martin says he was “brilliant, even though I don’t 
know many of the songs, and could not hear the words well” !!!  Why do these 
people come back? I have the excuse that I go to that many shows that 
some have to be bad don’t they? But to do one. I smile and decide not to 
mention Fleadh. Maybe they are right from their side. 
 
Back to the Hotel, Tims in serious drinking mood tonight. Andy ends up 
taking about a dozen of us for a curry at about 1:30 am I have no idea how 
he pulls it off but gets us into a closed restaurant. It’s a late night.  
 
 Now if you ever have to travel with me you need to understand one thing. I 
hardly ever sleep. Life long insomniac. I get to bed about 3:30. I get up 
about 6:30. Tim just gasps in disbelief! Eventually I go out for a walk  and 
leave him to his slumbers. Sometimes I envy normal people. 
 
We are soon driving to Glasgow, for that Barn known as the SECC. I am not 
really looking forward to this one, Tim is not staying here tonight, he has to 
go back to base after the show as he is going to Galway and will have to miss 
the Barrowlands show. I am booked into  a hotel in central Glasgow. Tim, the 
eternal gentlemen says not a word as we drive all round Glasgow till we get to 
my hotel. Then after a coffee we get to the venue.  There’s lots of places 
there to meet people after all. Well, where were you??? The place is bereft 
of Dylanites.  We go in at the usual time. I have  a good view so settle down 
to it. An once again Bob surprises me by giving a Stirling performance  (that 
was another year wasn’t it?)  It’s a good show. The voice is the best yet. 
That’s not to say its great, but that he keeps it throughout the gig. An 
tonight we get a lot more highlights. “Try To Get To Heaven” is the first, 
bright and pregnant with emotion. There’s a chilling “Black Coat” but the 
spine tinglers are of course, Forever Young and Every Grain Of Sand. 
Amazing stuff. For the second time this tour I leave the gig smiling. It looks 
good for the last one.  
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The Hotel I am staying in turns out to be a jazz club in the evening! I get 
back there and the joint, as they say. Is jumping. So am I. In fact I stay up 
till around 4am watching a succession of local musicians. Very worthwhile. I 
don’t have to travel anywhere today, so I tour the town checking out the 
record shops. I like Glasgow, the people are friendly and helpful and the 
record shops are cheap so I spend far too much. I go back to the Hotel and 
take a break before the gig. I am glad I did. Barrowlands proves to be a 
small venue indeed. Should hold 1,000 I would think. They pack in nearer 2. 
It’s a tight gig, you can hardly move and the heat is sweltering.  But Bob is 
there and I am virtually under his nose as he tears thru a lively show. I know, 
the setlist doesn’t look particularly interesting. But that’s one story. The 
other is the crowd participation, Dylan loves the way they sing along. I 
believe this is why we get the set we do, so there are songs to sing with. 
Stand outs are easy for me.  It Ain’t Me Babe, and I Believe In You. I 
thought tonight he was  good, Maybe very good. He sure enjoyed himself, 
maybe even as much as I did. 
 
So we leave the gig and get into the cool air, I have an easy walk back to my 
hotel and its only 9:30 I stop in a pub for  pint. There is a HUGE Tv screen. I 
had forgotten the match was on1 I arrive just in time to see Beckham take 
THAT penalty. The audience go into grief. Grown men are crying. Even vaster 
quantities of alchol are consumed. I go to the bar nad order a pint.  “What 
just the one ?” asks the barman. I say yes, he looks at me “yer nae from roun 
ere r ya pal?” he asks amiably. I just nod. Englands hopes have ended, and my 
Bob Tour for 2004 has also. We both suffered some disappointment I think. 
 
 
                             Maybe I can just hide it better. 
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Me and Bobby D 
by Richard Lewis 

 

 
 

Last month I went to see Kris Kristofferson give a solo acoustic evening at the 
Palace Hotel in Manchester .He is now a grizzled 68 years old and, like Dylan, his voice 
is less than it was but he still has some great songs as well as a few stories. You may 
know his big country hits but he is rather different to most of the other Nashville artists. 
His most recent records have included songs such as “Third World Warrior” and “Broken 
Freedom Song”. 
 
This is only about the sixth or seventh concert that he has done on his own and he is 
clearly a little nervous. However he soon settles down and after a few songs including  
“Me and Bobby McGhee (and Janis)” and “Broken Freedom Song” he puts on a 
harmonica harness and plays a solo on harmonica after “Best Of All Possible Worlds”. 
When he ends he laughs and says, “well it ain’t Bob, but it ain’t bad!” He then goes on 
to tell us that his first gigs the previous week were up in Scotland and asked if we saw 
any of the coverage of Bob getting his degree from St. Andrew’s University. He said did 
you see that picture of Bob looking at the rector? (see above)“Bob just kills me I think he 
must be the funniest guy on the planet. Come to think of it Bob cut this next song” and he 
goes on to play “They Killed Him”. 
 
Later in the concert he dedicates a newish song “Here Comes The Rainbow” to Dylan 
saying “ ‘the heart is all that matters in a man’ I think Bob Dylan said that.” For an 
encore he gives us a song based on the advice he gave to Sinead O’Connor at Bobfest 
“Don’t Let The Bastards Get You Down”. 
 
A few weeks later just when the term was ending I got back from the End of Year 
Leavers’ Disco at which I had been “DJ Lewis” playing such gems as “YMCA”, 
“Saturday Night”, and “The Locomotion”. I ran a bath, grabbed a beer and lay down to 
soak having first switched on Peter’s waterproof radio. What should greet me but “what’s 
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the matter with me I don’t have much to say”. It sounded so good with that wonderful 
rolling piano. Anyway it was part of a musical quiz on Mark Radcliffe’s Radio 1 show 
where he plays three tracks and you have to guess the connection. At the end he told us 
that was Dylan’s “Watching The River Flow” and that the first song, which I had missed 
was The Crystals “He’s A Rebel” featuring Darlene Love. Radcliffe then said he would 
play just the opening bars of the third song and if you could identify it you could have a 
go at naming the connection between all three tracks. Well the opening bars were 
unmistakeable featuring the distinctive guitar riff of Jimi Hendrix as he launches into 
“Crosstown Traffic” with its memorable couplet “tyre tracks all across your back / I can 
see you’ve had your fun”. 
 
Any ideas on the connection? Well it was “influences on Patti Smith”. The rebel in the 
first track being her husband Fred ‘Sonic’ Smith of the revolutionary MC5. Radcliffe 
then played a live acoustic track by Patti Smith called “In My Blakean Years” written in 
Manchester a few weeks before after seeing a BBC documentary on William Blake. Well 
it has given me something to say as having missed the shows again I was not sure what I 
was going to write this time. 
 
Sticking to the radio I was listening to Andy Kershaw as he had Teddy Thompson (son of 
Richard) in session. At one point he was reading various listeners’ e-mails including one 
from someone who loved his show and wanted to hear more of Richard Thompson or 
Loudon Wainwright or Bob Dylan. Kershaw then played “To Ramona” from “Live 
1964”. Afterwards he mentioned he had another e-mail from someone in New York who 
had “met Dylan lots” at around the time that Dylan was supporting The Greenbriar Boys 
at The Gaslight (1962?). This correspondent also says he has a recording of Dylan live 
doing “T for Texas”. 
 
Not Dylan but I thought you might like to see this!  
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        Looking Back 
 

   by Trev Gibb 
 

 
On the 13th of July 2001 I saw my second ever Bob Dylan show at Stirling 
Castle. It was an amazing day, a day with an aura of magic, a day of hype and 
expectation. There was a real excitement in the air, one that extended beyond the long 
and winding queues outside the venue, way up into the hills and beyond. As Dad and I 
stood in the queue waiting and waiting,  I decided to go look for food and drink, 
something I could at least to bring back to the queue to keep us ticking over until we 
would finally allowed be allowed into the car park, which served as the standing floor for 
the concert.  
 
While wandering up towards the front of the queue I froze, as if the hype, the expectation 
and excitement needed more fuel, there I beheld Bob Dylan standing in the middle of a 
dispersed and wandering crowd, his bodyguard Baron on one side of me Bob Dylan on 
the other. My jaw hit the floor, my arms turned to lead and my feet turned to rubber. It 
was clear that I was unable to move, I certainly wasn’t going to go over and say “hi Bob, 
how ya doing? Can I have an autograph” Time was suspended, yet in that instant a rush 
of screams shattered the Scottish air and ripped apart my eardrums, as my shock began to 
wear off and my eyesight and hearing started to return to normal I saw this tanned, skinny 
little guy with a long leather jacket, Stetson hat and leather pants amble up the stairs and 
to the back of main stage. I kept thinking, “That guy has an amazing face”; he had such a 
stark, yet intense face, such a presence, such charisma, and all he had to do to cause that 
effect was to walk past me.  
 
The rubber feet and lead arms wore off as he began to disappear up the stairway, I then 
proceeded with both hands to pick my jaw up from the floor and speed-walk back to the 
queue with a look of enlightenment on my face. 
 
As I explained the epiphany to my Dad, a guy behind us showed us an autograph he 
received just before I saw Bob and the screaming of the crowd began, it was a straggly 
little squiggle; the barely understandable formation of “best wishes Bob Dylan”. Use 
your left hand again did you Bob? The air was of course electrified now; Bob had made a 
little appearance and stirred up the crowd for what had already been hyped up as the 
concert of the summer. The romanticism was in the air, the sound check had already been 
promising with the familiar guitar lines of ‘Born In Time’ ringing out so wonderfully 
earlier in the day.  
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The reason I felt the need to write about this particular show is because with all other 
concert experiences I've had concerning Bob Dylan, there has yet to be a one like Stirling 
Castle. I have never gone through such an intense, yet ever-changing feeling about a 
particular show. I can usually judge a bad show from a good show, or the high points and 
low points; however the Stirling show was just a completely different beast. During the 
show I was convinced it would be the best show Id ever see, I even thought it better than 
my first show in Newcastle the previous year. I was hanging on every word Dylan 
uttered, every nuance, every tone, every melodic shift and thinking, thinking about it, 
trying to rationalise, trying to deduce what I was experiencing, I was intensely there with 
Dylan the whole way, it was exhausting.  
 
After the show when the bootlegs began to surface however, I found myself distanced 
from the show, unconvinced about its standing and basically concluding it was one of 
those “could have been” great shows, and that the setting, as well as the hype and 
expectation that filled the audience that night was nothing more than a prop and if that 
was stripped away were we left with anything other than a halfway-decent show? I really 
couldn’t decide and the Stirling show ended up being one of those bootlegs to which I 
never thought I would return to. 
 
It is now over three years since the show at Stirling Castle and it was only last week 
while making a mini-disc compilation of the highlights of each of the shows I have so far 
attended, that I returned to Stirling Castle for a quick listen. It is strange how feelings 
evolve, because I found myself really getting into the show this time around, 
remembering the hype of the day, remembering my initial feelings and now placing 
everything into context, summing it up alongside the current Dylan and all the shows I 
myself have seen so far.  
 
While listening back to Stirling Castle, I began thinking on the notion that a Dylan show 
as experienced – saw and heard and felt in the instant the music is being created – differs 
very much from that of a Dylan show heard – on bootlegs – after the fact because you are 
not feeling the authenticity of the show in its true atmosphere, setting and/or experiencing 
the moments in which the music was made. We are in fact hearing a re-production in 
many ways of something pure and all we have to judge it upon are previous concerts 
we’ve heard on bootlegs within a similar time period and if one wasn’t there to 
experience the show it in a way limits how the show can be fully judged or realised even 
if in hindsight, a position I now found myself in.  
 
However the key to all of the above for me in consideration of Stirling was the notion of 
the ‘visual’. Yes I saw and heard Stirling Castle, yet I believe it was what I saw that 
exhausted/amazed and troubled me so much as I experienced the show. Dylan seemed 
distant, angered and frustrated. The instrument with which he can and has created such 
wonderfully simple and beautiful notes and chords was being thrashed at and struck at by 
its master. Dylan seemed at times to have no consideration for his guitar at all and at one 
point during the show scowled and proceeded to stagger to the back of stage and turn his 
amp up louder than both Larry’s and Charlie’s.  
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Of course speculation was rife. Has Bob had an argument with Larry? Why is Larry on 
the far right of the stage? I always found it strange how people would comment, 
especially on European tours of the past, that there was some sort of rift between 
Campbell and Dylan and I've always felt it necessary to reassure people that in my 
opinion, Campbell’s position in the band is as strong and as important as ever. As solid as 
Tony Garnier is, it is Campbell in my mind who keeps the music afloat, who provides all 
the riffs and carries the musical backing so perfectly. However on that particular day 
Dylan seemed to be particularly frustrated about something, his voice also didn’t sound 
as good as it had in May, especially when listening back to concerts such as Ashville. 
However in consideration of Dylan’s most recent vocal styles/deliveries such quandary or 
disappointment about his voice are rather void and pointless, and perhaps in one way 
that’s what brought me back to Stirling with new interest. I now had a new stance as a 
Dylan appreciator, because it is now 2004, with a very different Dylan, a keyboard, a 
slightly different band, a different voice and a rhythm and blues driven sound. And as 
much as I am a defender of Dylan’s current vocal styling – whether they are self-inflected 
damage or conscious vocal changes –listening to Stirling presented such a contrast, it was 
also a wonderfully nostalgic experience. 
 
Dylan’s apparent mood at that show however, certainly contributed to the atmosphere of 
the show as a whole, people were perplexed and amazed at the visual Bob Dylan, at what 
they were seeing – the ‘visual’ - and experiencing as well as what they were hearing that 
I think when people heard the bootleg in the months after, they were left rather 
disappointed. Yes his voice wasn’t as strong as previous shows and certainly not as 
strong as the UK and US fall tours of the previous year, yet in consideration of our 
current Dylan and in looking back in hindsight and judging Stirling on its own individual 
terms, I now find the show rather wonderful. 
 
There are many wonderful and rather quirky versions of songs present on the Stirling 
bootleg and although it was not a conventionally solid all-pleasing show, which was 
perhaps its first stumbling block, there are aspects of the show which are truly wonderful. 
 
The show opens rather promisingly with a solid and driving version of ‘Oh Babe It Ain’t 
No Lie’, followed by a fair ‘To Ramona’. I remember initially hearing the bootleg and 
not being impressed by either ‘To Ramona’ or ‘Mr Tambourine Man’, but now when I 
listen back, especially to Tambourine Man it is his phrasing on that song that drew me in, 
and in consideration of what I've said above, I now look back upon the tone and sound of 
his voice at that time with perfect satisfaction.  
 
Tambourine was followed by what I have now come to see as a brilliant ‘Maggie’s Farm’ 
which for me has perhaps some of the best harmonica playing I’ve ever heard from 
Dylan. ‘Tell Me It Isn’t True’ was next up and also a wonderful surprise. However the 
show stopper was perhaps the next song, ‘Just Like A Woman’, without doubt it was one 
of the strangest versions Id ever heard, the melody was near gone from the song, Dylan 
was concentrating more on phrasing than he was on melodic recitation and the phrasing 
was truly wonderful in many cases, and importantly so with both his vocals and his guitar 
phrasing. Although at times Dylan seemed rather frustrated with his guitar there were 
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moments throughout the show when his playing was splendid, where he seemed to find a 
groove that no one else had, his soling was a far cry from those horrible fuzzy 3-note 
search and destroy solo’s of previous years. During the instrumental breaks after every 
verse of ‘Just Like A Woman’ Dylan played a variation on the basic major scale ascent 
on guitar, and to marvellous effect. He chased the notes up and down the fret board, with 
such precision, like he’d remembered how to play guitar again and his guitar chimed 
gloriously, there was something about the sound he was getting that had the essence of 
the mystic, he was finding something truly beautiful in the moments he played. You 
could even see by the look on his face that he was amazed with himself. I remember Ed 
Nash and I going crazy when we saw this happening. I also remember the whole audience 
going crazy at how Dylan sang “I just don’t fit”, with such sadness. In fact much of the of 
what I now like about the Stirling show was that he was being completely subversive 
with his songs, he was chasing them, he was tearing them apart, reinventing, succeeding 
and failing all in the same moment and throwing the songs out at the audience with such 
raw intensity, that as an audience we were certainly exhausted.  
 
There were other highlights for me when I think back on it now, there were other great 
moments that only now I have come to realise as an older more experienced Dylan fan. It 
was my first Visions of Johanna, my first Not Dark Yet and my first Gotta Serve 
Somebody, and what a version it was, completely re-arranged, full of gods own thunder. 
And when I look back on Stirling Dylan was generous in many ways. We got a very long 
Setlist and an extra encore. The magic of this Dylan show was in the uncertainty, in the 
frustrations of Dylan and his audience, in the setting behind the Scottish hillsides with the 
sun going down and the rain pouring as the band played Not Dark Yet. I remember now, 
I remember, that’s what I love about Bob Dylan, that restlessness, that uncertainty, that 
magic, the feeling of not knowing what was going to happen next. I remember. 
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   False  Dualities of Night and Day  
        in Bob Dylan’s Nashville Skyline 
      
                                    2274 words on 
 
        Eating cakes and pie within an exaggerated gender discourse 
                               

   by Patrick J. Webster 
 
 
 
GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY  
 
I start with the premise - however bold - that Bob Dylan's love songs have consistently 
been misread. Dylan has written relatively few love songs to women - Dylan's songs are 
typically homosocial. By that I mean they are more concerned with the resonances that 
go on between men and other men - the intense desire felt by men for other men - a desire 
that cannot be enacted within society - because of a wholly artificially constructed 
discourse - but a desire that nonetheless exists. In the song Dylan may seem to be singing 
about the lost love of a girl from the north country. Yet in reality it is the dialogue going 
on between the singer and the addressee in the song (almost certainly male) that is of real 
significance. 'Please see for me if her hair hangs long/If it rolls and flows all down her 
breast...' So the singer says and it is the need to tell 'him,' the addressee, which is the 
song's real concern. Given this I find it significant that such a homosociality is so fully 
delineated in Dylan's duet with Johnny Cash on the recording included on the Nashville 
Skyline album. In the duet between Dylan and Cash, through the actual performance of 
the song, this literally becomes the case. One can perceive, in the two masculine voices, a 
sense of closeness and intimacy that fully lives out the homosociality it extols. 
 
 
NASHVILLE SKYLINE RAG  
 
Nashville Skyline is a record dripping with cliches, dripping with rustic masculinity, 
dripping with an exaggerated bucolic heterosexuality. A way to understand the record is 
to acknowledge the sense in which Dylan was deliberately subverting the cliches of 
country music, both lyrically and musically, all is fake, all is pretend, all is very nearly 
camp. Herein, on the one instrumental of the collection, we find a skilful manipulation of 
many of the cliches of country music. The simple chord structure of the song isrepeated 
by varying instrumentations: harmonica, pedal steel guitar, dobro, acoustic guitar (in 
double time) and piano. All play variations around the same structure - and then, in the 
same order of instrumentation, offers us a descending riff before the song ends on a C 
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Seventh chord. The flattened B flat within Dylan's favourite chord of C major offering an 
edgy anxiety - an anxiety also played out within the polemical sexual politics on show 
within the record - all of which leads us into the collection's first new song. 
 
 
TO BE ALONE WITH YOU  
 
The same flattened seventh chords here are juxtaposed into lending the song an almost 
jaunty air. The simple narrative being expressed is a celebration of heterosexuality, the 
narrator wants to be alone with the woman in question - because 'that's the way it oughta 
be' and we note the singer's allowance and subservience to society's rigid rules of how 
sexuality is to be played out - that's the way it oughta be - but is it the way it actually is? 
The song also offers us an example of the record's most obvious binary opposition (I 
hope here I may be allowed some very old fashioned structuralist theory to be admitted as 
evidence.) The binary opposition Dylan uses most commonly, and I would argue for very 
specific reasons, is that of night and day. In this song we find: 
 

They say the night time is the right time  
To be with the one you love  
Too many thoughts get in the way in the day  
But you're always what I'm thinking of 

 
As we shall see, night and day come up again and again on Nashville Skyline, it is even 
there in the opening song, the older, more folk orientated, 'Girl from the North Country:' 
 

In the darkness of my night  
In the brightness of my day 
 

It would seem to me that this may not have been without artistic contrivance, without 
specific reasons. In pointing to such an obvious series of oppositions, over and over 
again, it seems to me that Dylan was subtly pointing to the irony of attempting to uphold 
such an obvious binary of man and woman, of the romantic heterosexual desire the 
record seems to extol. Dylan was pointing, via such an exaggerated display of night and 
day, to the ambiguities present in such an arrangement. 
 
 
I THREW IT ALL AWAY  
 
The question here is why the singer had treated his woman like a fool. There is at least an 
element of burlesque presented here. Why has he been cruel, why has he treated her like a 
fool? Why would he throw away such a desirable woman? 
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PEGGY DAY  
 
'Peggy Day' may be the most inconsequential song Dylan ever wrote. It has been said 
before, but it is worth repeating, the 'By golly, what more can I say?' is a genuinely funny 
line - given the context. In addition, we also find the repeated opposition of night and 
day. The line: 
 

Love to spend the night with Peggy Day  
 
is contrasted with: 
 

Love to spend the day with Peggy Night 
 

Once again connotations of the reliability of binary qualities in heterosexuality is 
concocted in relation to absurdist notions within the oppositions of night and day. 
(Structuralist theory tells us we only have a word if it has an opposition. So, for example, 
if we lived on a planet with two suns we would have no periods of darkness, there would 
be no night and hence no day, it would just be _____, there would be no signifier to 
denote such an event because it wouldn't exist. This is what makes Dylan's insistence on 
a heterosexual discourse so apparent here - with at least the suggestion that there may be 
nothing opposing it.) 
 
 
LAY LADY LAY  
 
The song offers a specific sense of symmetry - or does it? The lallation of the title's soft 
three ‘l’ syllables, against the harsh, phallic bilabial plosives of the three ‘b's.' 
 

      Lay lady lay  
 
against the: 

    big brass bed. 
 

Thus once again the song would appear to emphasise the pleasures of heterosexual love. 
Within the text the masculine narrator appears to promise the lady that all the colours in 
her mind will shine. Which, given the context, we can assume as being placed within the 
promise of orgasmic delight - he will make her colours shine - but how? There are clues, 
clues which suggest it will probably not be via Bill Clinton's famous definition of sex, as 
we shall see. Cake instead of pie is on the menu here, but the intent is still the same: 
 

You can have your cake and eat it too ... 
 
Dylan is being somewhat salacious and even vulgar here (scroll down to the denouement 
of 'Country Pie,' or better still wait and see.) At the same time the dominant patriarchal 
voice cannot help but put forth a phallocentric display: 
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Stay with your man awhile  
 
‘Man’ supposedly equates to the phallus - but it is to little avail here. 
 
The same duality of night and day is, once again, apparent: 

Stay, lady, stay, stay while the night is still ahead 
And: 
 

I long to reach for you in the morning light 
 
The night is still ahead, juxtaposed with the morning's light. Everything is straight-
forward - or is it? Perhaps he protests too much - said of Gertrude, poor Hamlet's 
decidedly Oedipal mother - but it applies - in a differing way - to the narrator of Bob 
Dylan's song. The bed is big, it is brass, these are big, brassy promises - but these are 
ultimately hollow, phallic promises. This is Bob Dylan's most erotic heterosexual song, 
but it is a mere big brass burlesque; he is going to please his woman in a less than phallic 
way - he will please the woman -but not in the way one might expect. 
 
 
ONE MORE NIGHT  
 
This may seem an innocuous song, but it seems to me that it contains and perhaps 
conceals what may be one of the most significant lines in Dylan's entire canon. If one can 
perceive of the significance of this line then one has a way of understanding the greater 
meaning behind the sexual politics going on in Dylan's work. The line is deceptively 
simple: 
 

I just could not be what she wanted me to be ... 
 

When you understand all the inherent baggage this line contains then you understand why 
the men in Dylan's song have so much desire and yet so much fear for the women they 
are involved in. The men in Dylan's work are never able to do what the women they are 
involved with want them to do. One might pose the question - why? The answer is clear, 
but I leave that answer open -unspoken. 
 
The song offers the same day/night opposition - although here in a slightly differing and 
subtle manner: 
 

But tonight no light will shine on me ...  
 
One presumes it will shine on him in the day to come - and light here might beseen as 
having other connotations - almost suggestive of pointing towards a spiritual discourse. 
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TELL ME THAT IT ISN'T TRUE  
 
The next song seems to continue such a question - again there is a sense of anxiety - tell 
me that it isn't true. There have been rumours - rumours all over town. Again there is a 
homosocial preoccupation, the supposedly loved woman has been seen with 'some other 
man' who is 'tall, dark and handsome.' There are intimations of 'awful things' but all he 
wants is her word. What all this entails - again I leave open and unspoken. 
 
 
COUNTRY PIE  
 
The sense of rustic heterosexuality comes completely to the fore here, insomuch as this 
was a song that promotes nothing less than the joys of cunnilingus. Here Dylan's punning 
reaches new heights, with 'Country Pie' reaching new zeniths of exaggerated and skewed 
gender stereotypes. On the surface it may have seemed a rather lightweight and light-
hearted work, but it could also be read as a song with a more darkly satirical undertone. 
The title of the song punned on a number of levels. It was a country pie because the song 
appeared on what was a self-confessed country music record, albeit a conscious parody of 
a country music record. It was a country pie because all the ingredients were there: 
 

Raspberry, strawberry, lemon and lime  
What do I care? 
Blueberry, apple, cherry, pumpkin and plum  
Call me for dinner, honey, I'll be there. 

   
However, it was also a country pie because, at a somewhat more invidious level, there 
was a potential satire that involved taking the 'o' out of country pie. When this was 
accomplished the intent of a line such as, 'Oh me, oh my, love that country pie' became 
less ambiguous and more suggestive. The male protagonist in the song loved one very 
particular part of the female subject, the object of desire was positioned as little more 
than a vaginal wedged shape of pie. The same bawdy word play Shakespeare had used in 
Hamlet (Act 3, Scene 2, Lines 110-120). 
 
He loves that country pie - or does he? He describes all the potential tastes: 
 

Raspberry, strawberry, lemon and lime ...  
 
What does he care? 
 

Blueberry, apple, cherry, pumpkin and plum ... 
 
 
Call him for 'dinner' and he will be there. What Dylan is embracing here is the way men 
will pleasure their women (and their country pies) if they are so asked. And yet there is 
an emetic discourse, they won't throw it up in anybody's face. Or will they? Does the 
country pie resemble the clear fruit smells and tastes described? The phallic Little Jack 
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Horner - in his corner - is waiting in reserve -but the country pie is there to be eaten - and 
within Dylan's almost ecstatically exaggerated heterosexual discourse - he will not throw 
it up in anyone's face. Thus it would seem, without wanting to disturb anyone 
sensibilities, that cunnilingus is the issue at stake - there is a cake to be eaten and a pie to 
be loved. 
 
TONIGHT I'LL BE STAYING HERE WITH YOU  
 
The road or the street in Dylan's work almost always signifies - at a symbolic level - life 
itself. In this -the last song on his collection - Dylan clearly emphasises this. He seems to 
be moving away from any kind of political stance: 
 
                         If there's a poor boy on the street 

Then let him have my seat 
  ‘Cause tonight I'll be staying here with you 
 
This may seem a clear indication of a heterosexual embrace. But we note it is only for a 
night, and in the background one finds the homosocial preoccupation with the 'poor boy 
on the street' whom - we can be sure - the singer will later encounter. The singer 'should 
have left this town this morning ... ' and we are in no doubt he will leave it the next 
morning - for new homosocial adventures - with his suitcase and his ticket. The simple 
signifier 'should' tells us all we need to know - he should have been elsewhere - whether 
tonight or today - in Dylan's elegant display of everyday binary oppositions ever present 
on the record. 
 
To admit to a conclusion: Nashville Skyline remains one of Bob Dylan's most 
ambivalently profound works, but it only reveals its profundity via its playful satire, via 
its complex and knowing ridicule of the false binary of hetero- and homosexual love. Bob 
Dylan's love songs (like Shakespeare's) almost entirely pertain to men - always in a 
homosocial, rarely in a homoerotic light - as I hope this discussion of Nashville Skyline 
has at least opened questions thereon. 
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WHAT WUZ IT YEW WANTED?  
              

           by Jim Gillan 
 

 
I’m Sorry, I Haven’t A Clue is a splendidly barmy long-running BBC Radio 4 quiz 
show that describes itself as ‘the antidote to panel games’. Chaired by Humphrey 
Lyttleton (who these days, really appreciates everything the lovely and always 
accommodating Samantha does for him) the teams are invited to do assorted silly things, 
including singing one song to the tune of another. Which is where Bob comes in.  Given 
his fondness for change – or maybe it’s just forgetfulness, I’ve always thought that he 
would make a fine contributor to the programme, at least in that slot.  Life of course 
imitates art, so you won’t be surprised to hear that back in June, this very nearly 
happened.  Or to be more precise, one of the panel was invited to sing ‘Lay Lady Lay’ to 
the tune of ‘I Do Like To Be Beside The Seaside’.  What fun!  
 
Fun, of a different kind, was also to be found up at St Andrews University, where Bob 
went to pick up another of those meaningless awards.  Actually, that’s not entirely 
accurate, as it’s pretty evident that whilst the unfathomable Bob seemingly doesn’t mind 
the painfully precious tedium of arcane protocol  – perhaps he likes mummery (says a 
dictionary: masking; frolic in disguise; buffoonery; hokum etc) – those too serious to fool 
absolutely revel in it.  
 

"Many members of my generation can't separate a sense of our own identity 
from his music and lyrics," said professor of English Neil Corcoran in an 
awe-struck address.  Dylan's fusion of folk, blues, country, rock and 
poetry, Corcoran said, "moved everything on to a place it never expected to 
go and left the deepest imprint on human consciousness." "His magnificent 
songs will last as long as song itself does," he added. 

 
HA! I’ve said it before, but what the hell, I never claimed to be wholly original, so for me 
at least, the above supports my assertion that knowledge doesn’t guarantee insight and 
that status is a poor indicator of anything.  I gather that Bob dozed off for a bit, which 
demonstrates both keen judgement and a proper sense of occasion. 
 
Freewheelin’ 226 is propped up on the table.  WWIYW isn’t in it, on account of the chief 
Spoke having used my last two pieces in 225.  This (I think) is nothing to do with either a 
need to pad out Freewheelin’, or a belief that the whole wide world wants as much as is 
ever available of my scribbling.  Instead it’s either a mistake, or a valiant attempt to get 
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the pain over with asap.  Never mind! As I hope I’ve proved in an earlier piece, absence 
can be a very valuable and welcome contribution.  I’ll come back to this in a moment, but 
for now it’s hats off to Mark Carter, who whilst he deserves awards a-plenty for his 
drawings, his piece in 226, All The Tired Horses, struck so many chords with me that I 
was briefly transformed into a symphony.    
 
And so to Leeds Irish Centre, to see the Magic Band.  I wasn’t at all hopeful, as there was 
no Captain Beefheart to front them, Van Vliet having abandoned penurious music and a 
largely indifferent industry for lucrative canvas and an adoring art establishment.  But it 
was fabulous. Excellent musicians all, between them Drumbo, Rockette Morton, Gary 
Lucas, Denny Walley and Michael Taylor treated us to an evening of technically 
demanding, musically challenging and utterly compelling music. It mixed free form jazz, 
rhythm and blues, avant-garde, rock, urban blues and stuff that defies a label. It used 
seriously weird tunings and deranged chord progressions overlaid on a time signature that 
was as likely to be in 17/32 as it was 4/4. Ah, but what of the vocals?  
 
It’s certainly true that Beefheart has a very distinctive voice, his four octave range 
augmented by a delivery and a vocal mannerism that I though would be impossible for 
anyone else to get close to, still less replicate.  But John French (Drumbo) managed to 
sound uncannily like the Captain whilst also being sufficiently different to make 
comparisons meaningless.  Which they usually are for most things.  Now then, if it works 
for Beefheart’s music, why not for Bob’s?  Granted, Dylan has played with so many over 
the years that the definitive ‘Bob’s Backing Band’ would be an impossibility, but that’s a 
mere detail that can be addressed.  Unlike his voice, which although it sometimes rallies, 
doesn’t seem to have much left.  Unless he does a Ralph Stanley and allows most of the 
singing to be done by others, in which case things might get stretched for a few years 
more.  We’ve maybe already had a hint of that being a possibility, with the instrumental 
element of songs often taking the bigger part of the performance. 

 

Then there was the Radio 4 programme on Like A Rolling Stone. This featured some of 
our very own contributors (and an inevitably Michael Gray) talking (or, for MG, 
pontificating) about THE SONG THAT CHANGED THE WORLD, THE SONG THAT 
OPENED OUR EYES TO IT ALL, THE SONG  THAT WAS THE ANTHEM OF A 
GENERATION etc. Some familiar takes on it, though a pleasant enough way to pass a 
half-hour.  Pour moi, the most telling anecdote was  (wor Paula’s?) recollections of what 
happened in a Durham pub circa 1984, when the whole bar (except lass herself, the song 
seemingly being new to her – what had thee bin listenin’ to for previous nineteen years, 
petal?) immediately stopped their conversations to bellow along to Bob’s revolutionary 
and challenging refrain as it roared from the juke box. What a moment – but not as 
meaningful as what happened when it finished, when everyone simply went back to what 
they had been doing beforehand. What! No storming of the institutions? Not even 
briefly?  

 

Well, maybe there are people for which hearing LARS for the first time was a blinding 
moment of revelation. So speaking only for myself, awareness (inevitably limited - as is 
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still the case) came along very much more gradually and via a wide mix of ways. My 
tranny radio played the music of the pirate stations.  A huge variety of London clubs 
offered whatever took my fancy, be it folk, blues, jazz, r&b, underground, ska, bluebeat 
or whatever. Assorted amphetamines, hallucinogens and resins, as well as alcohol, 
opened doors and sometimes got me flung through them. Best of all, especially after the 
grim years of a Catholic boy’s grammar school, there were girls. You don’t have to guess 
as I’ll freely confess to often being tongue-tied, gauche, clumsy and sometimes crass. But 
always curious and ever-optimistic. Meanwhile, technology had transformed 
broadcasting – so we got to hear about things to a far greater extent than had earlier 
generations. Not everyone bothered, but  for those of us who did, the marches, the sit-ins, 
the demo, the discussions over coffee and ciggies all played a part. Folks, LARS was only 
one tiny part of the soundtrack to it all.      

 

Given everything that has gone before, this next will possibly come as no surprise:   
 
Its another 3am moment. As usual, the house is in darkness, though an impossibly bright 
full moon puts faint detail into what would otherwise be only shapes. Through the 
partially open window of the toilet, the elemental noises of the night outside mix with the 
more prosaic sounds of distant traffic. It's a restful moment, one shattered by the sudden 
cacophony from the adjacent bathroom. It has happened before, so it’s only a case of  
deja loo… 
 
Stepping in to the hall, I meet Ros, who, on hearing the racket, assumed that something 
bad had befallen me. Her eyes widen in momentary surprise as I unexpectedly emerge 
intact before her. My eyes are drawn to one of the straps on her nightdress, which has 
fallen part way down her arm. She grins as I reach out to slip it on to her shoulder.  I 
touch my forehead to hers, then caress her sleep-tousled hair. For an instant both of us are 
oblivious to the strangled groans and desperate scrabblings, a hug always being much 
more than mere distraction, then together we push the door fully open. 
 
I tug the pull chord, flooding the room with light.  Even so, it's impossible to make out 
exactly what is thrashing madly around in the bath, but whatever it is, the effect is 
impressive, as first a foot, then an arm, now an (inevitably) clean pair of heels whirl 
before us, their owner engaged in a futile struggle to gain any sort of purchase on the 
sides of the tub. Suds fly around the room as a head and shoulders momentarily break the 
surface. A maniacal grin, a despairing grimace, a 'going under for the third time' wave of 
desperation. H'mm, something’s happening… 
 
Abruptly, a leg, draped damply in sequined trousers, shoots out, scattering soaps, 
shampoos and scented candles. The mirror falls from the wall, somehow without 
shattering. Downstairs, Spike wisely hides under the table.  With no early end to things in 
sight, I reach in and grab what turns out to be a bit of an ear and haul. Well, I'll be 
*&%$!! "Uh, ah guess I musta SLIPPED," says Bob. 
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                                           INTERLUDE 
 
As some of you may already know, and others suspect, this is not the first 
time that we have found a visitor in the bath in the early hours. Last time it 
was god who dropped in for a bit of a break from it all, the constant drone 
of global blather directed her way being extremely wearing. For reasons I 
won't go in to now, I was half expecting St John the Divine, but clearly, 
Dylan's presence is a potentially far more interesting development.  At 
least I hope so, as there's no guarantee that he will be any different from 
his usual gnomic self, especially after he has dried out. Or that I'll make 
any sense, whether wet or dry. 
 
I should say at this point that the person in the bath is a Dylan, one of the 
very many that make use of the name.  Philosophically, there's no such 
thing as the Dylan, by virtue of the fact that he, like all of us, is constantly 
changing. Sometimes the differences are too small for anyone, even 
ourselves to notice, but arguably this makes it all the more important to be 
aware of them. Is a heartbeat too short an interval to focus on? Manifestly, 
not if the one that's just gone is the last for you. Best treat 'em all as 
important, because eventually... 
 
Well enough of these reminders of mortality and back to the rather more 
important realms of inanity.  Speaking of which, I have a feeling that unlike 
god, Bob hasn't come simply for a rest, despite the fact that the never-
ending tour must be physically pretty demanding on him. These days, it's 
why he's taken to leaning on an electric piano. It's not quite a zimmer 
frame, but it serves much the same purpose, at least for part of the time. 
Anyway, let's see what all this is about. Right now, I don't have a clue.        
 
Actually, I do, though it’s just come to me.  This is my last piece for 
Freewheelin’. I don’t mean in the sense that I will call a halt with this issue 
(sorry).  No, this is the equivalent of the Never Ending Tour, in that it 
doesn’t have a definite end in sight, or a fathomable purpose.  But it does 
seem appropriate for me to take my leave of Bob when he quits the bath.  
At least one of us will be all washed up.  Which is another way of 
describing a clean start. 
 
To be continued. At least for the time being.  
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Last Thoughts  
on Bob Dylan 

 
 

Johnny’s in the basement mixing up the medicine 
 
 

by Bob Fletcher 
 

 
Travel, it is said, broadens ones horizons. Alarmingly, it also costs a lot of 
money and adds a high number of miles to an already beleaguered engine. Like many of 
my fellow Freewheelin’ contributors I have recently returned from a break. Whilst away I 
spent time with Dewey Fontain and Ducky Braxton (of whom, more later). I also took the 
chance to listen to much of the music I have been meaning to. This, of course, meant a 
decision to leave Bob at home (well that was the aim). My best intentions however 
remained just that. As previously noted, I am not the best sailor in the world. In order to 
counteract bitter memories of crossing the Irish sea in a force nine gale I have since 
convinced myself that a combination of Sea Legs, Valium, and Blood on the Tracks will 
ease my passage. Or Desire, or maybe a couple of my favourite bootlegs. 
 
As with many things, fear remains a terrifying adversary whilst unchallenged. The most 
recent was my third crossing to France and despite my determination to catastrophise the 
journey, it was actually very enjoyable. Therefore, the medication remained unused and 
Bob fell silent. Which left me with the problem of knowing he was around whilst 
reminding myself that I was committed to an aural exploration. To encourage me further 
I had taken, as my holiday paperback, Brian Hinton’s ‘Country Roads: How Country 
Came To Nashville’. Although I only managed about 100 pages (it is not an easy read but 
it is thoroughly enjoyable and very illuminating) I found myself searching for some of the 
music related to the text (not easy in the middle of the Loire valley). By a very strange 
coincidence I discovered that I had packed some for the journey so I went back to Jimmie 
Rodgers, Hank Williams, and the Carter Family with a smug enthusiasm and, I might 
add, a psychopathic determination to work my way through the Harry Smith anthology. I 
also discovered the probable source of the term ‘hillbilly’. Furthermore, I found myself 
thinking about CP Lee (not necessarily something that encourages tranquillity). In 1993, 
at the John Green Convention, CP shared his thoughts on the origins of Dylan’s decision 
to re-record parts of Freewheelin’, suggesting that Dylan’s first visit to England inspired 
the change (which was, in effect, a move from ‘American’ music to a more globally 
influenced sound). With this in mind I would recommend the book to Mr Lee, safe in the 
knowledge that if he enjoys it, no doubt the rest of us will benefit at some point in the 
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future should he decide to include further observations on Cecil Sharp during one of his 
streams of consciousness. 
 
 It was with a sense of melancholy that I returned to England (I find the night prior to 
departure particularly difficult, quite possibly due to the fact that anxieties related to 
crossing the channel resurface and days spent discovering myself inevitably become 
distant memories). Stress knocks at the door and the madness of a White Anglo-Saxon 
Work Ethic seems to undo everything I have fought so hard to switch off from. Of most 
importance the wife I have fallen so helplessly in love with again over the last two weeks 
is lost, once again, in the reality of everyday survival.  
 
As I had hoped, Freewheelin’ (226) awaited me. Mark Carter’s emotional turmoil and, 
more importantly, his underlying unhappiness took me by surprise. Sadly I cannot help 
Mark through this. As he rightly points out, he will have to make the decision on his own. 
All I can offer are the following thoughts: ‘Father and Son’ as sung by Johnny Cash 
perfectly captures a performing artist nearing the end (as, in fact, does much of 
‘Unearthed’). However, his voice retains such warmth and passion that the song in itself 
becomes secondary and his failure to attain the note he is searching for is of little 
importance. Think back to 1993 Mark. The shows at Hammersmith saw fans leaving and 
vowing never to see a Dylan show again. Clinton Heylin conceded that Dylan’s voice 
was ‘going’ but added that “There are still moments in his shows that no-one else can 
touch……In many ways, his vocal problems make his command of phrasing more 
miraculous than it was when he was at his peak. But the price you pay is consistency”.   
 
Peter Doggett, author of the brilliant ‘Are You ready For The Country’ reviewed four of 
the six nights for Record Collector noting that “Dylan’s live performances are as much a 
quest for inspiration for him as they are for his audience. We want him to achieve it; he 
wants to achieve it. But like anything that rests on being inspired, rather than 
manufactured, sometimes it just doesn’t happen……Dylan is no longer interested in 
competence: he needs magic. And at times, even in the direst show, he finds it…..Dylan 
is one of the few people prepared to dirty his hands in search of the moment which 
transcends everything”.  
 
I agree with you Mark, there is so much music to listen to and much of it is worth the 
time invested. But it shouldn’t be seen as a competition. By listening to Johnny Cash (or 
for that matter, in no order of merit, Lucinda Williams, Carole King, The Handsome 
Family, Lambchop, Bill Monroe, Loretta Lynn, Soloman Burke, and Mahalia Jackson) it 
does not mean that I have to dispense with Dylan. Conversely, if I am listening to Dylan 
it doesn’t mean that I am somehow missing out on the others. They go hand in hand and 
each undoubtedly owes a debt of sorts to one or more of the others.  
 
Besides Mark, old age comes to us all. And with old age things change. So celebrate, in 
the words of Aidan day, the fact that “At the heart of his work are the discrepancies 
between the conscious, socialized self, born of language, and those potencies of 
personality that lie outside rational formulation. For Dylan, identity is multiform and 
bizarre, resisting attempts to resolve the disjunction between conscious and unconscious 
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dimensions of mind or to distinguish absolutely between light and dark forces in the 
personality”. Ronan Keeting can’t do that. 
 
As I am wont to do, I have digressed. 

 
Before we left for France I was talking with Gavin who recently took a three-month, 
novel completing sabbatical (he, like me, currently works with a Drug and Alcohol 
Service). We were colleagues for a while until two ill feted relationships turned sour and 
he decided to leave (‘I’m gonna get my coat, I feel the breath of a storm’). We talked 
about many things including writing whilst the senses are disordered and agreed that 
ultimately it is an insightful, productive, and highly enjoyable experience (however 
Verlaine and Rimbaud we are not). Following our conversation I met John, a fascinating 
man, who trusted me enough to tell me his story.  It involved a painful journey 
accompanied by a succession of illicit substances (Heroin at 13, LSD and Amphetamines 
at 15, Crack Cocaine at 17). Sadly, there was a moment when I drifted and found myself 
thinking, (god help us all), ‘that reminds me of Dylan’. It’s happening more often. I 
converse with people but seem somehow dislocated. Frighteningly I am able to add a line 
from a Dylan song to the end of their sentences. They aren’t aware that I’m doing it, as I 
don’t voice my thoughts. Well, most of the time anyway. 
 
In 1971 Bob Shelton met with Dylan and during the conversation asked if he would like 
to comment on drugs. Dylan replied “What sort of drugs? I never had anything to do with 
glamourising the drug thing. That was the beat thing, not me….. But you have to realise 
that junk is not the problem in and of itself. Junk is the symptom, not the problem…..” In 
the context of the Beats, and in particular William Burroughs (author of ‘Junkie’) it is 
nigh on impossible not to conclude that, when referring to junk, Dylan was alluding to 
Heroin.  He has never attempted to hide his love of, or debt to, the beats poets. 
Understandably however, Dylan has yet to confess to a history of problematic substance 
use. According to some, the two remained inextricably linked. 
 
During 1976 author Sam Kashner became the first pupil at the Jack Kerouac School of 
Disembodied Poetics and recalls having to finish Ginsberg’s poems as homework and 
baby sit Burroughs’ ‘drug addled’ son. He notes that “Buddhists, Bob Dylan and various 
mysterious hippie women float about, more interested in sex and narcotics than 
literature”. (Such behaviour holds no surprises for me - Dylan follows his muse wherever 
it leads him). Interestingly, narcotics and literature have been willing bedfellows since the 
very beginning. Martin Booth (Opium: a history) notes that “Around 3400 BC, the opium 
poppy was being cultivated in the Tigris-Euphrates river systems of lower Mesopotamia. 
The Sumerians, the world’s first civilisation and agriculturists, used the ideograms hul 
and gil for the poppy – this translating as the ‘joy plant’. Their invention of writing 
spread gradually to other societies and it is from them the Egyptians probably learnt the 
skill: it follows they may also have learnt of opium. It may be reasoned, therefore, that 
the Sumerians not only gave humankind literacy, but one of its greatest problems”. 
 
Like the Sumerians it seems that Bob Dylan, in whichever guise he appears, has been 
subject to interpretation since the dawn of civilisation. It follows, therefore, that his lyrics 
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have been scrutinised. I am as guilty of misinterpretation as the next person and for that 
reason I have ceased searching.  
 
Scott Waldman (PopMatters Music Review) apparently hasn’t: “Now ‘Visions of 
Johanna’, that was a drug song…..Was Johanna really blood and freshly cooked heroin 
mixing in a needle and then flowing in a vein? Was this what salvation was like after a 
while……..” John Leonard (New York Review of Books) introduces the theory that “ I 
Want You from Blonde on Blonde was about heroin rather than a woman” 
 
John Metzger (when reviewing Tim Riley’s Hard Rain) suggests that, according to Riley, 
“the ‘rain’ that Louise holds out in the third line is double talk for heroin……the first 
verse describes a drug den”. By the time the listener encounters the final verse “the 
protagonist is now ‘the peddler’…who fesses up to his dependency whilst defending it 
(everybody is parasitic he says). Louise…. mocks the protagonists innocence toward 
either sex or the next fix, or both”. And herein lies the paradox. I have yet to meet an 
innocent opiate dependent client. Most have had to work hard to achieve physical 
dependence as it is not something which develops after a few doses. Users, of course, 
vary considerably in their vulnerability but 2-3 weeks of daily use (increasing in volume 
as tolerance levels rise) will usually be needed. The usual pattern, and I apologise if I am 
destroying the myth, is of intermittent use over a period of months. Oh, and dependent 
users aren’t very interested in pursuing things of a carnal nature. Hormones controlling 
the sex drive function at a greatly reduced level, blood pressure falls, the gut relaxes, 
muscles loosen, and the sphincter tightens. In short, the organism slows up and a state 
akin to hibernation ensues. 
 
Metzger also cites the author of ‘Song and Dance Man: The Art of Bob Dylan’ noting the 
following “Gray ……holds that if the ‘rain’ of verse one is indeed heroin, Louise’s 
gesture in ‘temptin’ you to defy it seems positive. But holding out a handful of heroin and 
tempting the addict (sic) to resist can hardly be called a ‘positive’ image. It’s almost like 
Dylan set out to write the darkest, most dissuasive ode to drug use imaginable, and then 
cloaked it in relationship metaphors”.  
 
In the spirit of conjecture (because ultimately the only person able to inform us of his 
meaning is Dylan) I set myself a task. Would it be possible to analyse something written 
about Dylan and speculate on the hidden meaning. Of course it would. Because 
(mis)interpretation knows no bounds. By taking Ginsberg’s poem ‘Blue Gossip’ (First 
Blues: Rags, Ballads and Harmonium songs, 1971-74) I could argue that “I guess he got 
sick of having to get up and get scared of being shot down” refers to Dylan’s drug use: 
‘up’ indicates methadrine, a stimulant, whilst ‘down’ suggests heroin, an opiate. ‘Shot’ 
speaks for itself, particularly as Dylan later uses the word in the context of medicinal use 
(‘Don’t need a shot of heroin to cure my disease’) and we know, don’t we, that stimulant 
and opiate users get ‘sick’ at some point during their using career. In the same stanza 
Ginsberg dispenses (a pharmaceutical pun) with metaphor and becomes specific, 
describing Dylan as a ‘methadrine clown’. 
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(Those of a psychiatric bent will now have ‘hears Dylan’s lyrics whilst talking to others’ 
and ‘substance induced thought disorder’ as evidence of my decline or misplaced 
experimentation). 
 
It is highly probable that Bob Dylan and the Band used copious amounts of prescribed 
and non-prescribed pharmaceuticals throughout the 1960’s. During the 1965 leg of the 
tour the Hawks stayed in a property christened the Castle. By all accounts things were 
strange and, if Dylan had his way, they were about to get stranger still. Sandy Konikoff, 
quoted in Down The Highway, recalls Dylan wanting “to rent an elephant from a zoo”. 
Apparently Dylan intended to play the acoustic part of the concert with the elephant on 
stage. According to Konikoff “ he would just say to the elephant: ‘Give me a C harp’, and 
the elephant would reach out to the stool with his trunk and hand it to him. I tell you man, 
I thought that was just incredible”. A mind at the peak of its powers or a 
hallucinogenically fuelled brilliant idea? If further evidence were needed of Dylan’s 
experimentation it is worth noting that apparently the Eat The Document footage, 
featuring John ‘I never asked for your crutch, Now don’t ask for mine’ Lennon and the 
interior of a car was filmed on the day of the Royal Albert Hall concert, whence the ‘this 
is not a drug song’ communiqué comes. But it is important to remember that, with all 
substance induced episodes, 10% is pharmacology and 90% is psychology. Therefore, if 
Dylan believes himself to be spaced out he will ultimately appear so. Whilst we are on 
the subject, think back to the nervous giggles he used to throw into his early 
performances. They were a very useful tool when winning over an unenthusiastic 
audience. The same giggles appear when he is apparently stoned. Therefore, was he 
stoned from the beginning or has he always been a good showman. 
 
But a sense of perspective is required. During the 60’s everyone and his dog was using 
something.  
 
 It is also possible that when reconvening in 1974 Dylan and The Band played music 
together in sobriety. It is inevitable that they got bored and used copious amounts of 
prescribed and non-prescribed pharmaceuticals. John Leonard (ibid) suggests that during 
the 1970’s experimentation was ongoing, noting that during filming of The Last Waltz 
“they even had a backstage snorting room, painted white and decorated with noses cut 
out of Groucho Marx masks, with a tape of sniffing noises”. This shouldn’t be seen in 
isolation. Substance use is akin to travelling the world: it is possible to keep on going 
until the six continents have been visited. 
 
Whilst musicians and performers are not above conjecture it would seem that those 
associated with Dylan during the 60’s ought to be the most reliable source regarding his 
drug use. Phil Ochs (singer-songwriter and Greenwich Village contemporary) initially 
held Dylan in high regard. When commenting on Highway 61 Revisited Ochs asked 
“How can a human mind do this?” He was equally erudite when remarking on Dylan’s 
65/66 world tour, suggesting that Bob was “LSD on stage”. Without being a privileged 
member of the backstage entourage I suspect Ochs would have little evidence to support 
such a charge. Dylan may have appeared as quoted but he certainly wasn’t beyond a little 
performance to enhance proceedings. Levon Helm, when recalling the Hollywood Bowl 
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concert, suggests that the audience were, in fact, quite friendly. He also records Dylan’s 
response: “I wish they had booed…..It’s good publicity. Sells tickets. Let ‘em boo all 
they want”. 
 
Such responses, and indeed behaviour, hardly fall into the categories, as laid out by the 
Canadian Government’s LeDain Commission report, which, when related to heavy LSD 
use, can occur ‘in varying degrees, in sequence or simultaneously’ and are, in fact, 
termed as the opposite of psychosis, namely: the psychotic adverse reaction, the non-
psychotic adverse reaction, the psychodynamic psychedelic experience, the cognitive 
psychedelic experience, the aesthetic psychedelic experience or, finally, the 
transcendental or mystical. Mind you, I would highly recommend Peter Higginson’s The 
Psychosis of Dreams (Isis Anthology) to those who suspect Dylan may have over egged 
the soufflé during his experimental phase. 
  
Loudon Wainwright, another unfortunate burdened with the ‘new Dylan’ label, described 
Blonde on Blonde as an album which has “a speedy feel to it, it has a cocaine feel to it to 
be honest. It feels that kind of brittle….it’s not flowers and strawberry fields, yellow 
submarines, and diamonds in the sky – it’s gritty, dirty streets and being up for five 
days”. Interestingly, Dylan has added his own thoughts: “At the time of Blonde on 
Blonde I was going at a tremendous speed”. 
 
It wasn’t just Dylan who was speeding. Those in his wake were required to keep up. 
Homer in black leather was, quite possibly, the sexiest man on the planet, the 
personification of everything it was to be impossibly cool. 
 
Between 1964 and 1966 Bob Dylan was not without female company when the mood 
took him. I suppose the same is probably true today, however I suspect that of all the 
admirers willing to oblige his every whim none can be said to possess a mercury mouth, 
eyes where the moonlight swims, or a voice like chimes. (I state this with a world-weary 
acceptance of the ageing process; mine included, and an acknowledgement that it may 
appear spiteful. It is not meant to be). 
 
Dana Gillespie, a long-time friend of Dylan’s, remembers their days together with 
fondness. “He’s amusing, he’s spiritual. As for the promiscuity, at least he’s honest. 
Women prefer to be seduced by a brain than a bollock. Brains go a helluva long way”.   
 
Despite protestations that she didn’t understand his music; “Twing, twang, twing, twang, 
baybee: that’s how it went”, Nico went with Dylan to Greece where he allegedly wrote 
‘I’ll Keep It With Mine’ for her. She remembers him as “…so charming. I had not quite 
met someone like him – assertive and delightful, and young. He did not treat me very 
seriously, but at least he was interested in my story….” (Intriguingly, whilst Nico claimed 
to have been the first to perform the aforementioned song in public it would appear that it 
was actually Judy Collins).  
 
Marianne Faithfull, when recalling Dylan in 1965 offers the following thoughts: “..on 26 
April God himself checked into the Savoy Hotel….Dylan was, at that moment in time, 
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nothing less than the hippest person on earth. The Zeitgeist streamed through him like 
electricity. He was my existential hero, the jangling Rimbaud of rock, and I wanted to 
meet him more than any other living being. I wasn’t simply a fan; I worshipped him”. 
And meet him she did. However, it didn’t quite have the happy ending she had hoped for. 
All three women, and many more besides, were acquainted with Dylan during one of his 
most creative periods. His use of mind-altering chemicals would not have shocked them. 
In fact I would go as far to say that it may well have been one of the reasons they were 
attracted to Dylan.  
 
With this in mind, Gillespie’s thoughts regarding Dylan’s use of illicit substances are of 
interest. She has suggested that the Bob Dylan she knew at that time was simply a 
manifestation of the various pharmaceuticals in his system. Therefore, Blonde on Blonde, 
depending on your viewpoint, can be seen as a homage to narcotics. Whilst 
acknowledging the fact that stimulants, amongst other things, featured heavily throughout 
the recording process, I prefer Andy Gill’s overview: “the truth was that Dylan had 
devised an entirely new mode of expression which took his primary poetic influences – 
the Symbolist poetry of Rimbaud and Verlaine, the folk vernacular of Guthrie and the 
immediacy of beat writers like Kerouac and Ginsberg – lashed them all to a driving rock 
beat and blasted the results into the minds of an entire generation”. Not even heroin can 
do that. 
 
By way of conclusion I am throwing caution to the wind and asking the following: 
Would I have found the 1965/66 incarnation sexy? In truth, no (well maybe a little bit). 
Would I have been in awe of Dylan? Undoubtedly, very very undoubtedly. (In fact, and 
with Mark’s dilemma in mind, I confess to still being in awe. For the following reasons: 
Tambourine Man - Prague 1995, Don’t Think Twice - Woodstock 1994, Subterranean 
Homesick Blues, Mama You’ve Been On My Mind, and Hard Rain - Zurich 2002). And 
Mark, I just know that you are not really one of those who agree with the notion that all 
recent Dylan performances have been reduced to impotent versions of their former 
selves, redeemed only by the occasional highlight when Bob really puts his heart into it, 
giving a rendition that sounds just like the original. 
 
Enjoy the break Mark and trust me on this: Brixton 2003 was absolutely stunning. 
 
So my friends, if you got ‘em, smoke ‘em and, in the words of Harry Shapiro, “claims 
that all references to ‘railways’ and ‘tracks’ and capitalised H’s on lyric sheets 
demonstrate that Dylan was a heroin addict or that Blowin’ in the Wind’ was secretly a 
song about the wonders of cocaine are probably best left in the more extreme realms of 
Dylanology”. 
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES                          

 
THE SEARCH FOR ‘VISIONS OF J’ 
(Part Two:  Ain’t Gonna Go To Hell For Anybody) 
 
                                                                       by J.R.Stokes 
 
It’s not much of a comedy, and it’s hardly Divine, but according to an Italian 
poet from the 13th Century, when you die, you go straight to Hell. It gets worse: 
depending on how good you’ve been up here in the daylight, you get graded, so if you’ve 
been bad the further down you go. And if you’ve been good, well good for you, but 
you’re still gonna go to hell anyway. As to who exactly decides what’s good is good or 
what’s bad is bad is really not certain, but I guess you’ll find out when you reach 
whatever level you happen to find yourself in when the roses fade and your in the shade. 
 
Actually this poet from the 13th Century wrote about his Visions of Hell in the early 14th 
Century but don’t let’s argue about a couple of decades because Dylan probably got the 
century right when, in Tangled Up in Blue, he sings about that book of poems that the 
topless pole dancer handed to him after she lit a burner on the stove. Of course it may not 
have been a book of poems written by the Ialian poet Dante Alighieri at all, but when you 
think about those words that ‘glowed like burnin’ coal’, doesn’t that bring to mind an 
inferno, or even Dante’s Inferno?  
 
All is not however as it seems in hell because it’s not all fire and burnin’ coals, not 
according to Dante Alighieri anyway. The fire only occurs at about level seven where 
there is a wood and:  
 
‘Beyond the wood is scorching sand where those who committed violence against God 
and nature are showered with flakes of fire that rain down against their naked bodies.’ 
 
And level 8  where: 
 
‘The simonists, wedged into stone holes, and whose feet are licked by flames, kick and 
writhe desperately.’ 
 
Clearly, if you are a simonist, level 8 is not going to be a barrel of laughs but above level 
7 you should be safe from those glowing, burnin’ coals. On the other hand, if you have 
been very, incredibly bad, you hit the basement, at level nine. A place that Dante calls 
‘Cocytus’. The squeamish better turn away now, for this is how the Italian poet describes 
‘ Cocytus’. 
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‘This is the deepest level of hell, where the fallen angel Satan himself resides. His wings 
flap eternally, producing chilling cold winds that freeze the thick ice found in Cocytus. 
The three faces of Satan, black, red, and yellow, can be seen with mouths gushing bloody 
foam and eyes forever weeping, as they chew on the three traitors, Judas, Brutus, and 
Cassius. This place is furthest removed from the source of all light and warmth. Sinners 
here are frozen deep in the ice, faces out, eyes and mouths frozen shut. Traitors against 
God, country, family, and benefactors lament their sins in this frigid pit of despair.’ 
 
What came to my mind, when I read that description of level 9 was the following extract 
from Isis: 
 

‘We came to the pyramids all embedded in ice 
He said, “There’s a body I’m tryin’ to find. 
If I carry it out it’ll bring a good price.” 
’Twas then that I knew what he had on his mind. 
 
The wind it was howlin’ and the snow was outrageous. 
We chopped through the night and we chopped through the dawn. 
When he died I was hopin’ that it wasn't contagious, 
But I made up my mind that I had to go on.’ 

 
With all those chilling cold winds and bodies embedded in ice,  perhaps this section of 
‘Isis’ could relate to the efforts of trying to release someone from the depths of hell 
before he returns to the daylight ‘with the sun in my eyes’. 
 
On our recent summer holiday to Italy there was a great deal of sun in our eyes. Wall to 
wall sunshine for a fortnight, a constant 30 degrees, clear blue skies: fruit ripening 
weather: bliss. It was on one of those hot summer days that I got to thinking about hell 
and, in particular, Dante’s various levels. During a sightseeing trip we came across an old 
hill village called Campli which was situated on a steadily climbing and winding road 
about midway from the coast (where we were staying) and the Gran Sasso mountain 
range, (where we were headed). It was mid-summer but there was snow on the peaks of 
the Gran Sasso which was in driving range, and this mix of boiling hot and freezing cold 
was certainly something to behold. We had no intention of dallying in Campli but the 
views from the village square across the valleys and the hills of the Italian countryside 
were breathtaking. We disembarked and joined some old men with broken teeth as they 
sipped their mid-morning double expressos in the shade of a sleepy café. The entire 
world could have been in a state of post traumatic stress syndrome, but no one in Campli 
would have noticed. Text messages probably wouldn’t each here for months, if at all. 
 
Having refreshed ourselves we walked around the village in the heat of the day when we 
noticed a large direction arrow pointing to ‘Scala Santa’. We followed the arrow and 
found a small group of people looking into a narrow dark doorway. Fortunately one of 
the group, who seemed like some kind of guide, spoke English. He firstly asked me if I 
was a Catholic, and when I answered in the negative he asked me if I was a Christian. I 
was a little perplexed at this religious inquisition so I enquired what was going on. The 
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following explanation I gathered from him and from subsequently reading literature 
about this sleepy and picturesque place in the hills of Italy. 
 
A ‘Scala Santa’ is a sacred staircase and inside this small dark doorway in Campli we 
found a narrow staircase of polished oak. There were 28 steps and legend has it that if 
you climb this staircase on your knees on the 18th or 19th September then you will win a 
plenary indulgence from Purgatory. That means a free pardon. Apparently this small 
opening is jam packed with pilgrims on those special September days and the whole thing 
has been authenticated by the Pope.  
 
This is where Dante Alighieri comes in because Purgatory is one of his levels of hell. In 
this particular level of hell, which is in fact the highest level, you join with the souls of 
previous times in repentance until you are cleansed and then move on to eternal paradise 
where the trout streams flow and the air is nice. You could be hanging about in Purgatory 
for years but the location of the place is summed up nicely thus: ‘There’s only one step 
down from here baby, it’s called the land of permanent bliss’.  
 
Now here’s the thing: in my hand I held four aces, each representing a possibility and a 
chance. The Ace of Spades represented hell and all its damnation as described by Dante 
Alighieri; the Ace of Hearts represented the situation that the entire notion of heaven and  
hell is complete bollocks and that once you’re gone man, its over – no matter how you’ve 
lived our life; the Ace of Clubs represented the nonpartisan stance that it could go either 
way – a kind of ‘on the fence’ and ‘love the one your with’ possibility; and the Ace of 
Diamonds was a pass straight to paradise, you could leapfrog Purgatory -  all you had to 
do was climb 28 steps on your knees. Three of these cards were fakes, and only one 
represented the true situation – I had 60 seconds to choose the right card. If I chose the 
wrong one I was stuck forever with the situation represented by the card: to be damned in 
hell; to be damned in ignorance; to be damned by uncertainty or to be damned by sore 
knees for half a day. Many a gamble has been lost and won by prevarication so I smacked 
that Ace of Diamonds hard down on the bottom step and started to climb…on my knees. 
Well, wouldn’t you? 
 
There were just two problems, the first was that it wasn’t mid- September and the other 
was how would we get confirmation of our feat? Would we get a badge or a stamp on the 
back of the hand to see us into that everlasting disco above the clouds? Whatever, we 
made it to the summit. 
 
I have to say that the splendor of what greeted us at the top of the ‘Scala Santa’ equaled 
the beauty of the surrounding hills and valleys: a small chapel covered with florid 
frescoes of natural colour. No doubt, hand painted centuries before, the place came alive 
with Renaissance art that could never be captured in any air conditioned gallery. This was 
the real heaven of the artists imagination giving a sense of creativity that made you feel 
that you ain’t gonna go to hell for anybody. Like EVER. And as for those 28 steps… well 
you never know. 
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We did find an actual road of hell whilst in Italy, and that was on the A14 autostrada that 
took us from our beachside resort to a vineyard about 90 miles north. My big mistake I 
suppose was to venture on to this race track in my hired 1500cc Mazda, which was great 
for poodling but horrendous for autostrada traveling as the Italians in their Mercs, Audi’s 
and Beamers would just tailgate you along at 120 miles an hour with their lights full on. 
If I had a euoro for every Italian driver who was chatting – non-hands free- on a mobile 
whilst screaming down the fast lane, I would be able to buy one of those silver machines 
for myself, in euros! The long, dimly lit, tunnels and the high bridges with low sides 
didn’t make the journey much easier. 
 
That nightmare on the road of hell was well worth it though when we arrived at our 
destination. It was a Bob day on our holiday in Italy; an adventure in search of ‘Visions 
of J’, that infamous bottle of wine produced by Antonio Terni who has now linked up 
with Dylan to produce a new wine, ‘Planet Waves’, the label of which will bear Dylan’s 
signature. It was a long, and fraught journey from the Abruzzo to the Le Marche regions 
in Central Italy but as we left the autostrada and headed towards the vineyard at Numana 
the hills came alive with the sight of sunflowers. That stark yellow of the petal, much 
loved by Vincent and Blake, against the unbroken azure of the sky made us pilgrims 
sense that there was a kind of paradise here on earth, if you just had the time to dwell. 
Even on holiday the clocks don’t stop for anyone. 
 
I had previously written to Antonio about my proposed visit and we had subsequently 
exchanged emails. The vineyard is in a beautiful location, about a mile from the sea and 
is surrounded by hills planted with olive trees and vines. What an incredible place to 
appreciate Dylan’s art –Senor Terni you are one lucky guy! If you wish to make a virtual 
visit to Antonio’s vineyard then paste www.fattorialeterrazze.it/pages/home.html into 
your search engine and look out for Antonio – he is the one wearing the Dylan t-shirt! 
 
Anyway, we got to meet Antonio and we chatted for a while: about his vineyard and  how 
he got into Dylan and how he also likes Billie Holiday and other things. He told me he 
was just about to journey to Spain, to see all the seven Dylan gigs in that country…and 
then to Portugal for the same purpose. I say again, Senor Terni you are one lucky guy. 
We eventually shook hands in farewell and I was left to browse in Antonio’s cellar. I 
didn’t want to be a fool, starving for affection and I didn’t want to drown in someone 
else’s wine. But it was the end of the chase and the prize was nigh. I had climbed those 
28 steps at the Santa Scala so, for me, there was the possibility that the night would never 
come falling from the sky. Then I saw that bottle of red with the magic label ‘Visions of 
J’.   
 
The best is always yet to come, that’s what they explain to me. Just do your thing and 
you’ll be king. If dogs run free. So I did my thing. Took the bottle and made off! As we 
were leaving that beautiful vineyard under a clear blue sky, I swear I heard some locusts 
singing with such a sweet melody. Yeah, that’s right.  The locusts sang… and they were 
singing for me. 
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A bottle of ‘Visions of J’             ‘Planet Waves’ label with Dylan’s  
                                                                                    signature 
 
 

               
 
 
                           Me and Antonio at the vineyard 
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